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A show of 
hands
Raise your hand if you think that this 
political season has been one of the most 
strangely interesting ones that you’ve seen 
in a very long time. Whether you are a 
Republican, Democrat or an independent—
and no matter what your political views 
are—this likely is the one thing that we can 
all agree upon. 

Of course, the political arena is always a 
challenging place to be. In this issue of the 
magazine, we feature a student and two 
alums who have taken on the challenge and 
placed themselves right in the center of the 
action in varied ways. 

Joshua Kelly ’17 didn’t feel that the 
two major political parties were ad-
dressing the issues that are important to 
him, so he and a friend helped to create 
a chapter of the Green Party in their 
hometown in Connecticut—and he then 
ran for election to his local zoning board 
of appeals. Judith Garcia ’13 decided she 
would be the change she wanted to see 
in Chelsea, Mass., and ran for office. She 
now serves on the city council. 

And on the national stage, there is Neil 
Levesque ’93. He is the executive director 
of the New Hampshire Institute of Politics, 
where the candidates for president have 
sparred during many debates over the past 
several months. We profile him in this issue 
and look at how he ended up leading one 
of the most important political venues in 
any and every presidential election. We also 
have a story about Alex Butcher-Nesbitt ’15, 
whose internship at the White House after 
graduation provided him with valuable ex-
perience and led him to his most recent job 

working with the Hillary Clinton campaign.
Our cover story delves into familiar ter-

ritory—student-faculty collaboration. At 
Wheaton, students not only learn from fac-
ulty members as they take courses, they also 
work alongside them on research and many 
other varied projects, gaining knowledge 
and experience in labs and libraries and 
out in the field. Faculty members say they 
deeply value these partnerships. Read about 
all the magic that is happening starting on 
page 22. Q

Letter to the editor:
As a parent of an adult child with autism 
spectrum disorder, I read with great interest 
“Understanding autism from the inside out” in 
the winter issue of the Quarterly. The article on 
Matthew Goodwin ’98 described how he helped 
develop a biometric wristband that can track 
physiological changes associated with challeng-
ing behaviors in those who are diagnosed with 
the disorder.

We talk about the ABCs of behavior: anteced-
ent, behavior and consequence. Many times, 
there seems to be no antecedent to an individual’s 

behavior. The biometric wristband will certainly 
give parents of children and adults with autism 
spectrum disorder advance notice that a challeng-
ing behavior is about to occur. This will enable 
parents to be better prepared to deal with such 
behavior.

Thank you, Matthew Goodwin, for your work 
to enhance the lives of children and adults with 
autism and their families.

Lucy Erhard
  Former visiting instructor of Italian at Wheaton

BETWEEN THE LINES
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WHEATON!
SUBSCRIBE TO Wheaton Week 

THE EMAIL NEWSLETTER
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FEATURING: The latest on student activities, 
faculty scholarship, alumnae/i news, 

athletics, and college events and programs

BY SANDY COLEMAN, EDITOR

The Quarterly welcomes letters to the editor on 
topics you’ve read in these pages or on other 
topics concerning the Wheaton community. 
Email us: quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu

Or send letters to: Sandy Coleman, editor, Wheaton Quarterly, Wheaton College, 
26 E. Main St., Norton, MA 02766
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@PRESIDENTHANNO
BY DENNIS HANNO, PRESIDENT

Owning our name
In 1860, abolitionist Jonathan Blanchard probably 
never thought about our Wheaton, which had been 
founded only 26 years earlier, when he proposed 
renaming the Illinois Institute after the town in which 
it was located. 

Similarly, when President Samuel Valentine Cole and 
the Board of Trustees chartered Wheaton as a four-year 
college in 1912, the existence of the other institution 
probably was not a topic for conversation. 

Travel and communication technologies 
have changed considerably since then, of 
course, making the world a much smaller 
place, particularly for colleges that share 
the same name. We need to think creative-
ly about how we can more clearly distin-
guish our Wheaton in the interconnected, 
easily accessible and always-on world in 
which we all live.

The controversy that engulfed the Illinois 
institution this winter made international 
headlines. It also created confusion. We 
received phone calls, emails and social 
media messages either praising or berating 
us for the actions of the other Wheaton. I 
know that many alumnae/i, par-
ents and friends of our college 
experienced similar moments of 
mistaken identity. 

The subject of the controver-
sy—a debate about religious 
belief and religious freedom in a 
pluralistic society—highlighted 
an essential difference between 
our institutions. Our Wheaton is 
firmly committed to individual, 
academic and religious freedom 
as a cornerstone of our liberal 
arts mission. That idea arises from 

our founding as an institution dedicated to 
providing opportunity to women.

Today, as a coeducational institution with 
students from 39 states and 72 countries, 
we carry forward this dedication to excel-
lence and equality. But being an inclusive 
institution requires more than an ideal. It 
calls for ongoing effort. At the start of the 
academic year, we launched a yearlong 
campaign on campus to promote a spirit of 
inclusivity at Wheaton. We call it Building 
Community Together because that express-
es exactly what I think we need to be doing. 
Over the course of the past six months, we 
have had a number of speakers visit campus 

to challenge faculty, staff and students to 
live up to our ideals. 

In February, we observed the college’s first 
MLK Legacy Celebration, a day of events that 
included a thought-provoking talk by author 
and activist Clint Smith and an exhibition 
of student-authored 
creative expressions 
on themes of diversity. 
We also presented the 
inaugural MLK Legacy 
Awards honoring 
contributions to 
creating a more 
inclusive community 
to Raquel Ramos, 
associate dean and director of the Marshall 
Center for Intercultural Learning, and to 
Nataja Flood ’16, a senior English major 
from Harlem, N.Y. The pair were chosen 
from more than 30 individuals nominated to 
receive the honor.

Our final guest lecturer for the Building 
Community Together event series this year 
brought us full circle. Larycia Hawkins, the 
political science professor whose Facebook 
post expressing solidarity with Muslim wom-
en began the controversy in Illinois, accept-
ed my invitation to come to our Wheaton. In 

addition to visiting some classes, 
she will deliver a public lecture 
titled “Embodied Solidarity and 
the Other Wheaton.” She will 
talk about how her act of solidar-
ity turned into an unexpected 
social experiment. 

As a community, we need to 
be clear about our values, and 
that includes taking action to 
fully realize our own aspirations 
in welcoming and supporting 
people, no matter their back-
ground or orientation. In the 
year ahead, we will continue 
to identify and act on ways to 
enhance our commitment to a 
diverse and inclusive Wheaton, 
and we will look for opportuni-
ties to involve our extended 
community in those efforts. Q

Dennis M. Hanno

In February at the college’s first MLK 
Legacy Celebration, MLK Legacy 
Awards, honoring contributions to 
creating a more inclusive community, 
were presented to Raquel Ramos (left), 
associate dean and director of the 
Marshall Center, and Nataja Flood ’16.
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AROUND THE DIMPLE 

See shells
Wheaton receives grant 
to digitize marine biology 
collection
Someday soon, scholars around the world 
will be able to view thousands of shell speci-
mens from a Wheaton College biology col-
lection—and may even be able to produce 
plastic replicas using a 3D printer.

It’s part of an ongoing effort among colleges 
and universities to digitize material collections 
and make them available to a larger audience, 
and it’s a cause supported locally by Wheaton’s 
Digital Initiatives Department, part of Library 
Information Services, and by a grant from the 
Council of Independent Colleges (CIC).

Former Digital Initiatives librarian Amy 
Bocko first came across Wheaton’s shell 
collection—more than 3,500 specimens 
dating as far back as the late 1800s and 
currently managed by Professor of Biology 
Scott Shumway—about a year and a half 
ago, when she was asked to photograph a 
portion of the collection to highlight on the 
college website. When the CIC grant oppor-
tunity came up more recently, she immedi-
ately thought of the shells.

“The grant was aimed at finding hid-
den collections on campus, digitizing and 
preserving them, and bringing them to life,” 
Bocko said.

Shumway uses the shells in his marine 
biology lab to illustrate the diversity of the 
mollusca phylum. But the collection’s origin 
is a mystery to him.

“When I first taught marine biology in the 

spring of 1992, I found many shells stored 
away in the drawers of the ecology lab. They 
were dusty, and many had not seen the light 
of day in years, if not decades,” he said.

About 20 years later, as he was packing 
up the lab to move to the new Mars Center 
for Science and Technology, he came across 
more boxes of shells.

“I opened one dusty box that had shells 
wrapped in newspapers dating from 1967,” 
he said. “Some of the snail shells have tiny 
paper labels tucked into their openings that 
are so old and fragile they crumble when 
unfurled. These were most likely collected 
in the late 1800s to early 1900s.”

Looking further into the collection’s his-

tory, Shumway learned that Professor of 
Biology John Kricher had moved part of the 
collection into the lab after discovering it in 
a storage space in the early 1970s. Kricher 
didn’t add to the collection, but it is believed 
that former professor Clinton MacCoy, who 
specialized in aquatic and marine systems, 
may have contributed to it. Shumway, too, 
has added to the collection: common shells 
of New England and New Jersey.

As a recipient of the CIC grant, made pos-
sible with financial support from the Andrew 
W. Mellon Foundation, Wheaton is now a 
member of the new Consortium on Digital 
Resources for Teaching and Research, 
along with 41 other liberal arts colleges and 
universities across the country. Consortium 
members receive a subscription to Shared 
Shelf, a feature of the digital resource 
database Artstor that enables institutions to 
upload, catalog and share their collections 
(Wheaton already has a membership but 
will be able to expand it through the CIC 
grant). The grant also will enable Wheaton 
staff to attend a series of workshops.

As part of the shell digitization project, 
Digital Initiatives staff hope to work with stu-
dents and faculty in the WHALE lab to 3D 
scan some of the more unique specimens 
and to share the source code with other 
institutions so they can print out their own 
versions of the shells to study.

The shell project is just one example of the 
kind of work being done by the new Digital 
Initiatives Department. Other recent proj-
ects include digitizing account books from 
Wheaton’s days as a female seminary and a 
collection of student research journals from 
Professor of Biology Robert Morris’s classes. Q

—Becca Manning

AMY BOCKO

AMY BOCKO

Wheaton’s shell collection has more than 3,500 
specimens dating as far back as the late 1800s 
and is currently managed by Professor of Biology 
Scott Shumway. Digitizing of the collection is being 
supported locally by Wheaton’s Digital Initiatives 
Department, part of Library Information Services, and 
by a grant from the Council of Independent Colleges.

http://wheatoncollege.edu/library/2015/07/30/intro_lis_did/
http://www.cic.edu/Programs-and-Services/Programs/Pages/Shared-Shelf.aspx
http://www.cic.edu/Programs-and-Services/Programs/Pages/Shared-Shelf.aspx
http://www.artstor.org/sharedshelf
http://www.artstor.org/sharedshelf
http://wheatoncollege.edu/library/2015/07/30/intro_lis_did/
http://wheatoncollege.edu/library/2015/07/30/intro_lis_did/
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Joshua Kelly ’17 takes charge in hometown politics
In his first days at college, 
Joshua Kelly ’17 reached 
out to a high school friend. 
What began as a Facebook 
conversation about their 
freshman orientations 
turned into a plan to 
co-found a Green Party 
branch in their hometown 
of Waterford, Conn. 

“We started talking about my friend’s 
decision to study government, and we 
quickly both discovered that neither one of 
us strongly identified with the two major 
political parties,” Kelly explains. When they 
began researching, the Green Party emerged 
as their favorite option, with its focus on 
social justice, environmental stewardship 
and grass-roots campaigning.

“I suggested that we find out what it 
would take to start a Green Party chapter in 
our hometown,” says Kelly. 

After hatching their plan in September 
2013, Kelly and his friend, Baird Welch-
Collins, had to hold open meetings for three 
consecutive months in order for the chapter to 
become officially recognized in January 2014.

Kelly, who transferred to Wheaton as a 
junior in the fall of 2015, has become still 
more engaged since that first plunge into 
politics. In 2015, he ran in his first campaign 
as a Green Party candidate, winning a posi-
tion as an alternate on Waterford’s Zoning 
Board of Appeals.  

“Environmental concern was one of my 
main reasons for becoming involved in poli-
tics,” says Kelly. 

The Zoning Board of Appeals makes deci-
sions regarding the use of local land, and, as 
an alternate, Kelly will vote if a full member 
is unable to attend a meeting. It’s a perfect 
opportunity to learn about environmental 
policy without adding too much more to an 
already tight schedule.

Waterford First Selectman Dan Steward 
says, “Josh is also serving as an appointed 
alternate on the Conservation Commission, 

which manages the town’s inland water-
ways. Josh has brought forward an energy 
to these positions and is more than willing 
to serve our community. Municipal govern-
ment has long been considered a stagnant 
process, and Josh’s participation offers the 
opportunity to refresh the old guard.” 

As co-chair for the Waterford Green Party, 
Kelly has become a self-taught campaign 
manager. While the number of registered 
Green Party members in Waterford is still 
small compared to other affiliations, the 
party gained widespread support in the 2015 
local elections. 

“We ran five candidates, and over 44 
percent of Waterford’s population voted for 
at least one Green Party candidate,” says 
Kelly. “We were very successful, considering 
the uphill battle we faced in a traditionally 
two-party state.”

Many of Kelly’s daily responsibilities can be 
done from a dorm room: He updates web-
sites and social media, responds to emails 
and phone calls, and attends meetings on 
Skype. As a delegate from Connecticut to the 
Green National Committee, Kelly represents 
his home state on a committee that discusses 
and votes on issues remotely, so he checks 

the online discussion boards daily to stay 
informed. He also attends monthly video or 
phone conferences, as co-chair of the Young 
Greens of United States Steering Committee, 
a group that represents the voices of those 
ages 14 to 35 to the party.

“Sometimes it’s difficult to balance with 
schoolwork, but I find the work interesting 
and exhilarating, so I get everything done 
without feeling too overworked,” Kelly says. 

Encouraged by his mother, alumna 
Deborah “Deb” Roselli Kelly ’86, Kelly 
chose Wheaton for its tightknit political sci-
ence department and friendly and engaged 
campus. In his first semester, he lost no time 
in helping to rejuvenate the school’s Model 
United Nations team, joining the Gentlemen 
Callers a cappella group as co-pitch, and 
becoming a science and environment editor 
for the campus’ new political magazine, the 
Babe Lincoln. He also works as an assistant 
for the Political Science Department. 

“Josh is a great student: attentive, analyti-
cally sharp, a great writer, a relentless doer,” 
notes Professor of Political Science Gerard 
Huiskamp. “He’s an idealist, but also com-
mitted to practical action.” Q

—Elizabeth Meyer ’14

STEW MILNE

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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AROUND THE DIMPLE

A minute 
with ... 

the Lyon

The athletics department recently 
gave the Lyon mascot a makeover 
to correspond with a new logo 
and branding. Looking good: 
“Hey, look at me, on the right (the 
old me is on the left, so 1996). 
Yes, yes, I did have a little ‘work’ 
done, a little nip-tuck around the 
eyes. I’m also taking good care of 
myself—resting (sleeping for days) 
and eating right (high protein, no 
carbs).” Playing hard: “I get lots 
of exercise standing around at 
key athletic and campus events—
from Homecoming to the Norton 
Halloween parade. You’d be sur-
prised how much energy it takes 
to just smile and not talk.” Getting 
pumped: “It’s all worth it when I 
interact with people and see the 
joy, excitement and enthusiasm I 
generate in the name of Wheaton, 
no matter the event. Go Lyons!” Q

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY KEITH NORDSTROM
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Best seat in the dugout

Senior sells innovative baseball bucket backrests
Brian “Mike” Beneduce ’16 is creating a new 
twist on an old pastime.

The student-athlete launched a new 
company and product called Bucket-
Back—an attachable backrest that trans-
forms a bucket of baseballs into a chair. In 
baseball, people sit on buckets at the front 
of the dugout to better view and record the 
outcome of plays.

“I thought of the idea less than a year 
ago, when we were down in Winter Haven, 
Fla., for the beginning of our season,” said 
Beneduce, who is a first baseman/occasion-
al designated hitter on Wheaton’s baseball 
team. “During one game in particular, four 
players who were keeping charts and score 
cards complained of lower back pain while 
sitting on buckets.”

Beneduce, who also suffers from oc-
casional back pain, set out to develop a 
product that would eliminate lower-back 
pressure for those in the dugout.

Thanks to his efforts, Bucket-Back was 
born. The attachable backrest, made from 
nylon and canvas material bolstered by 
stainless steel bars, weighs 1.65 pounds and 
can hold up to 300 pounds. He currently 
has a patent pending for his invention.

Beneduce’s endeavor brings together his 

two loves: business and baseball. 
An economics major at Wheaton, he 

has developed entrepreneurial skills at two 
internships he completed at Northwestern 
Mutual Financial Network and Morgan 
Stanley—both in Providence, R.I.

“Although I have had to work hard my 
whole life in order to play baseball at the col-
lege level, the workforce is an entirely differ-
ent realm that I was introduced to at a relative-
ly young age,” Beneduce said. “Trying to start 
my own insurance business for Northwestern 
Mutual and working under a group of financial 
advisors at Morgan Stanley gave me the op-
portunity to appreciate and understand what it 
takes to run a successful business.” 

Getting these internships required perse-
verance and a drive to succeed. “It took me 
four emails and two phone calls to even get 
the attention of someone at Morgan Stanley 
who had previously told me that there were 
no positions available,” he said. “Had I not 
learned how to both fail and succeed during 
these two experiences, I don’t think I would 
have had the mindset to take my Bucket-Back 
vision into action.”

Beneduce’s teammates have proven to be 
fans of Bucket-Back.

The players in his summer recreational 

George Donnelly Sunset League in Newport, 
R.I., found Bucket-Back useful and comfort-
able. “It is honestly entertaining for me to 
watch people’s reactions when they see the 
Bucket-Back, because of its uniqueness and 
innovative nature,” he said. 

Also, his teammates at Wheaton are 
encouraging and positive. “They are both 
supportive of my entrepreneurship and feel 
that this product can be successful,” he said.

These same teammates voted Beneduce 
captain of the team in 2015, in part because 
of his strong leadership skills both on and off 
the field, said Eric Podbelski, head coach of 
baseball at Wheaton. “Mike is of the highest 
character as a person. He’s well liked among 
his teammates and has an easygoing person-
ality and very good people skills.” 

While Beneduce is happy with Bucket-
Back so far, he said he will continually seek 
out both positive and negative feedback to 
improve his product. Using constructive criti-
cism to advance his business is an important 
part of being an entrepreneur, he said. 

“As my time as a college student winds 
down, I will look for ways to improve my value 
in the workforce so what I accomplish makes a 
lasting impact on people,” Beneduce said. Q

—Laura Pedulli

KEITH NORDSTROM

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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Showing her work
Student creates Web guide for interns teaching in Bhutan

Students heading to Bhutan through the Wheaton/
Royal Thimphu College Partnership Program can 
receive some extra help if they choose to teach at a 
local grammar school for their “Practicum in Bhutan” 
course, thanks to a fellow student.

Amelia Jackson ’16 has created a new 
website that helps college students get ac-
customed to leading classes at Jigme Losel 
Primary School, a popular placement option 
for participants in the Wheaton in Bhutan 
program. Each semester, the college sends 
a faculty member and eight to 12 students 
from Wheaton and other colleges to study at 
Royal Thimphu College in Bhutan.

Jackson’s website offers tips that teach-
ers can use right from the beginning.

“Setting the tone that early, the first day, 
is so important. That way the Bhutanese 
students will know what to expect the 
rest of the semester,” Jackson said. “My 
hope is that the website will help Wheaton 
students really enjoy their time there and 
feel in the end like they’re actually making a 
difference.”

As a double major in education and 
mathematics, Jackson had some experi-

ence teaching in a fifth grade class before 
going to Bhutan, but she had to adjust to the 
Bhutanese style of learning. Upon arriving at 
Jigme Losel, Jackson was put in charge of a 
fifth grade math class, but she received little 
guidance on how to approach the lessons. 
By the time she got a handle on teaching, 
the semester was nearly over.

“It was fun getting to know the kids, but by 
the end of the semester I felt we could have 
done so much better if we had more resourc-
es and the time to lesson plan,” she said.

When she returned to Wheaton for her 
junior year, Jackson talked to Professor of 
Education Vicki Bartolini about her ex-
perience, suggesting she might be able to 
do something to help future teachers. At 
Bartolini’s recommendation, Jackson turned 
the project into an independent study during 
the spring 2015 semester.

“This scholarly project entailed interdis-

ciplinary collaboration among faculty and 
teachers in the field as well as Amelia’s 
development of interviewing skills, research 
strategies, creativity and skill development 
in Web design,” Bartolini said. “This project 
employs technology in a thoughtful way—in 
service to the Wheaton community as well 
as to the international community.”

As part of the independent study, Jackson 
reached out to Wheaton professors and edu-
cators in the Norton, Mass., school system 
for advice about teaching English learners, 
building community, classroom management 
strategies, curriculum and Web design. She 
built a website where she could share 
what she had learned with support from 
Associate Professor of Computer Science 
Tom Armstrong. 

Jackson also received a Wheaton 
Foundation grant, giving her $250 to buy 
school supplies for Jigme Losel Primary School.

Wheaton students have expressed the 
desire to have a lasting impact on their 
work sites in Bhutan since the first year of 
the program, said Professor of Psychology 
Bianca Cody Murphy, who coordi-
nates the program along with Associate 
Professor of Anthropology Bruce Owens. 
In 2010, two students who were placed 
at a shelter for battered women and their 
children created a booklet of activities 
that parents and volunteers could do with 
children in the future.

“Amelia’s project and her donation to the 
school is an excellent example of the ways 
that the Wheaton program in Bhutan has a 
significant impact on both our students and 
their placement sites, and furthers the Royal 
Thimphu College mission of ‘inspiring edu-
cation in Bhutan,’” Murphy said. Q

—Becca Manning 

A new website created by Amelia Jackson ’16 aims to help college students get accustomed to teaching at 
Jigme Losel Primary School, one of the most popular “Practicum in Bhutan” options for participants in the 
Wheaton in Bhutan program. Each semester, the college sends a Wheaton faculty member and eight to 12 
students from Wheaton and other colleges to study at Royal Thimphu College in Bhutan.
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Letting art speak
Junior supports, spreads creativity across China

About four years ago, teenager Silu Lin ’17 
was visiting a village near her home city of 
Fuzhou, Fujian Province, China, as part of an 
effort to connect children in need of educa-
tional support with people of means. There, 
she met a young girl who loved to paint.

The girl, about 11 years old, was living 
with her disabled father and a brother in a 
small, government-funded room. Without a 
desk, she created all her artwork on one of 
two beds the family shared.

“She showed me lots of her drawings, 
which were really gorgeous,” said Lin, who 
wondered what other talents lay hidden 
among children living in these condi-
tions and what stories they might tell.

Almost two years later, as a sophomore at 
Wheaton, Lin turned her internal pondering 
into outward action by forming a nonprofit 
organization called ARTspeaks. She reached 
out to college-based service groups and 
other nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) 
to join her in collecting drawings from 
children living in poor, mostly rural areas, with 
the goal of raising money to send them art 
supplies.

Last spring, Lin studied abroad through 
the Wheaton in Bhutan program and took 
the opportunity to collect another 300 draw-
ings from Bhutanese students.

With more than 3,400 pieces of art collect-

ed in total, Lin planned a series of exhibitions 
last summer in four cities in China—Xiamen, 
Guilin, Zhengzhou and Hefei—at bookstores 
offering free gallery space. In addition to 
drawings, the exhibitions featured videos, mu-
sic and written stories from NGO volunteers 
about their experiences. Children were invited 
to participate in art projects at each opening.

An online fundraiser and items sold at the 
exhibitions helped raise about $10,000, en-
abling ARTspeaks to send 2,000 packages of 
drawing materials to 67 organizations across 
China and more than $2,000 back to Bhutan.

“My expectation for our ARTspeaks 
exhibition was not only to send something 
back to the children but also to encourage 
their interest in art. At the same time, I think 
this exhibition can provide an opportunity 
for our citizens to see the life of the unprivi-
leged children in different areas,” she said.

Lin, a mathematics major who is inter-
ested in the ways art, education and charity 
work together, said the ARTspeaks project 
helped develop her collaboration and com-
munication skills.

“I learned a lot about how to negotiate 
with different people we met, such as our 
sponsors, the bookstore workers, our visi-
tors, and NGO supervisors,” she said.

Lin is already planning the next 
ARTspeaks exhibition, which she hopes to 
present in larger cities to raise support for 
the young artists. She’s also in the process of 
applying for NGO status in China. And she 
is looking ahead to other projects.

“In China, we have 56 [ethnic] minorities, 
and within those minorities we have over 
100 dialects. Old generations have these 
very unique songs, and many are becoming 
extinct. I would like to collect some of those 
songs,” Lin said. Q

SILU LIN ’17

Silu Lin ’17
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Through her nonprofit ARTspeaks, Silu Lin ’17 
collected and exhibited drawings from children living 
in poor, rural areas in China and raised money to buy 
art supplies to send back to them. She exhibited in 
four cities in China during summer 2015, including 
Zhengzhou (pictured).

—Becca Manning

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
http://www.artspeaks.org/
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AROUND THE DIMPLE

Returning home to improve health care
Ruth Gakpo ’16 sets up medical sites in Ghana 

Ruth Gakpo ’16 knows firsthand the im-
portance of quality health care in curbing 
disease.

Growing up in Ghana—a small na-
tion in sub-Saharan West Africa—she 
witnessed family members, friends and 
neighbors suffer from illnesses such as 
malaria and cholera. But it wasn’t un-
til she moved to the United States, and 
experienced its health care system, that 
she realized that those diseases were not 
trivial but, in fact, preventable.

“Armed with new awareness and knowl-
edge, I was determined to learn as much as I 
could about health care and medicine with the 
hope I could one day treat and care for others 
so that they, too, might survive,” she said. 

To fulfill that ambition, Gakpo chose to 
pursue a neuroscience major at Wheaton on 
a pre-med track, with a minor in women’s 
and gender studies. As a rising senior, she 
landed a fellowship through Wheaton’s 
Davis International program, opening the 
door for her to participate in an eight-week 
internship at Blue-Med Africa—a nonprofit 
humanitarian organization based in her 
home country. 

Gakpo already had honed leadership and 
community-building skills as a residential 
advisor and head residential advisor at 
Wheaton. 

Dallas Flint, Wheaton’s area coordina-
tor and student conduct coordinator in the 
Office of Residential Life, described Gakpo 
as a friendly and highly responsible residen-
tial advisor who was promoted to head resi-
dential advisor after one semester because 
of her strong work ethic. 

“It truly was a blessing working with such 
a mature and responsible young woman,” 
Flint said.

Gakpo took her leadership ability to 
villages in Ghana—where she participated 
in various medical-outreach programs. 
Alongside other volunteers, she set up 
temporary sites where she would check pa-
tients’ vitals and assist with medical consul-
tations. In addition, she observed physicians 
in Volta Regional Hospital’s obstetrics and 
gynecology department.

Prior to returning to Ghana, Gakpo 

had rewarding internships at University 
of Massachusetts Memorial Medical 
Center and St. Vincent Hospital’s Center 
for Women and Infants, both based in 
Worcester, Mass. Her Davis fellowship 

provided her with a great deal of patient 
contact.

“I had more hands-on experiences during 
medical outreaches, and at the hospital I 
was given the opportunity to feel fetal posi-
tions through the guidance of the doctors 
and midwives,” she said. 

Gakpo visited schools, where she taught 
children basic hygiene and distributed 
toothpaste and toothbrushes. She assisted 
health care practitioners with educating 
families on family planning and reproduc-
tive health and helped arrange STD testing 
for women at risk. 

“It is important to empower women to 
be more conscious of their health and to 
be adamant about the use of protection,” 
she said.

Her experience cemented her desire to 
pursue a medical career in women’s health.

 “I hope to one day return to Ghana and, 
through my experiences and knowledge, 
have a greater impact.” Q

—Laura Pedulli

Davis International Fellow Ruth Gakpo ’16 provides 
health care services in Ghana in summer 2015. 
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New faculty welcomed
Wheaton welcomed three new tenure-track 
faculty members in fall 2015. Assistant 
professors Brad Bishop and Aubrey Westfall 
joined the Political Science Department, and 
assistant professor Nancy Scott joined the 
Business and Management Department.

Brad Bishop

Bishop came to Wheaton after teach-
ing at Northern Illinois University and has 
also worked in newspaper and television 
journalism. He holds a bachelor’s degree in 
media arts and design from James Madison 
University, a master’s degree in political sci-
ence from Fordham University, and a Ph.D. 
in political science from Duke University.

“I think politics is a 
fascinating subject, but one 
that is misunderstood by 
most people, even those 
who find it interesting,” 
Bishop said. “Research in 
our field has helped me 
to understand why the 
policymaking process is so 
dysfunctional and why the 
public’s view of its govern-
ment is so grim.”

In addition to being drawn to Wheaton’s 
focus on student learning, Bishop has close 
ties to the college: both his grandmoth-
er, Mary Hussey MacBride ’39, and his great-
grandmother, Gladys Goodhue Hussey, at-
tended Wheaton.

Bishop said he is eager to help his stu-
dents develop critical-thinking skills and to 
become skeptical about the claims other 
people make. He also hopes they take ad-
vantage of the exceptional learning environ-
ment.

“You are surrounded by people who 
are experts in their fields,” Bishop said. 
“The opportunities to build skills and 
knowledge at a place like Wheaton are 
virtually unlimited.”

When he’s not teaching, Bishop enjoys 
exploring the outdoors—he has backpacked 
the entire Appalachian Trail and has hiked 
across the American West as well as in 
Alaska and New Zealand.

Prior to arriving at Wheaton, Westfall 
taught political science at Virginia 
Wesleyan College. She holds a bachelor’s 
degree in political science and philosophy 
from Westmont College and a master’s 
degree and Ph.D. in political science, with 
concentrations in comparative politics and 
international relations, from the University 
of Colorado.

Aubrey Westfall

“When I started college, I was 
interested in political science 
because I thought it was the study 
of how to make a difference in 
the world through existing po-

litical institutions,” she 
said. “The reality is so 
much broader: Political 
science is the study of 
collective decision-
making, which means 
it touches on every aspect of 
human interaction and is open 
to a wide range of avenues for 
making change. This provides 
great scope for my intellectual 
curiosity.”

Westfall said she was drawn to Wheaton’s 
reputation for academic excellence and 
wants her students to learn to think critically 
as well as develop empathy.

“Critical thinking is more than 
just being skeptical; it involves 
approaching a problem with an 
open mind, giving equal weight 
to all relevant experiences and 
explanations, and then skill-
fully analyzing and synthesizing 
information to reach a conclusion 
about the best belief or course of 
action,” she said.

Outside of the classroom, 
Westfall is a classically trained vocal 
performer as well as a fan of Regency-era 
historical romance novels.

Nancy Scott

Before Wheaton, Scott worked in lead-
ership development with the University 

of Tennessee’s Graduate and Executive 
Education program and the Tennessee 
Assessment Center. She holds a bachelor’s 
of business administration from Henderson 
State University, an M.B.A. from the 
University of Central Arkansas, and a Ph.D. 
in industrial and organizational psychology 
from the University of Tennessee.

“I decided to become an educator 
because this field enables me to make a 

lasting impact through 
working with the leaders 
of tomorrow,” Scott said. 
“It’s exciting to be able to 
use my experience and 
knowledge in the class-
room to challenge and 
stretch students’ thinking. 
Plus, I’m able to learn 
and grow on a daily basis 
from my interactions 
with students.”

She was inspired to go into this particular 
field by her father, an entrepreneur with 
what she calls a “great passion for business.” 
She was drawn to the Wheaton business and 
management program’s entrepreneurial feel, 
and its grounding in interdisciplinary study.

“I believe that having the opportunity to 
grow a business program within a liberal 
arts context will help create well-rounded, 

diverse-thinking business 
leaders of the future,” she 
said.

Scott said she hopes 
her students learn the 
importance of being able 
to understand and work 
with people.

“Respect, communica-
tion, showing apprecia-
tion, honesty and hard 

work will contribute greatly 
to their future success,” she said. 

Her extracurricular activities include 
visiting as many countries and Major League 
Baseball stadiums as possible. Q

—Becca Manning

Aubrey Westfall

Brad Bishop

Nancy Scott
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PANORAMA 

#writing
English professor explores complexities of communicating in the 21st century

The fact that words have power has always been 
the case, but now, with the advances in digital 
communication, that power is magnified. How 
does the ease of communication and the speed and 
distance with which words can travel and mutate 
influence written communication and writing as a 
genre? Professor of English Lisa Lebduska, whose 
area of scholarship focuses on writing studies, 
explores how digital technologies impact the way 
writing is taught, learned and used. During the 
spring semester at Wheaton, she delved into these 
issues through her “Advanced Writing: Digital 
Controversies” course, which required students to 
consider the complexity of communicating in the 
21st century and to write about it using various 
means—print and digital. 
First, talk about your overall area of 
scholarship.
My field is writing studies, also known as 
composition and rhetoric. The composi-
tion side focuses on how people learn to 
read and write in various contexts—broadly 
understood, it is the theory, research and 
practice of teaching writing. For example, 
how do people improve at writing? How 
do they learn the genres and discourse of a 
particular discipline? How do they develop 
a voice? How do they learn about audience 
and purpose? How do they learn to ap-
ply and transfer practices and approaches 
from one writing context to another? What 
kind of feedback is most useful for helping 
people to improve their writing? How does 
peer review influence people’s approaches 
to writing? The rhetoric side focuses on 
how arguments (written, visual and oral) are 
made; how persuasion works. 

Tell us about your current research.

Right now, I’m very interested in this area 
called “literacy panics.” Every time there’s 

a new technology, there’s a lot of anxiety 
around what this means to society and to the 
culture, which scholars have written about 
before. We can go all the way back to Plato’s 
Phaedrus, in which Socrates tells a story 
about the god Theuth wanting to give the 
king Thamus the invention of writing. 
Thamus rejects the gift because he believes 
that it would discourage the use of memory 
and the acquisition of wisdom. In this work, 
Plato is capturing an anxiety about writing, 
an anxiety that returns whenever we face a 
new mode of communication.

How is anxiety over new technology 
currently manifesting?

Now, with digital communication—whether 
we’re looking at people texting or emailing 
or even watching videos—there is a concern 
about what these ways of communicating 
mean in terms of people’s ability to connect 
with each other, to communicate clearly, to 
focus, to develop ideas. I’m very interested 
in the extent to which these are genuine 
concerns and how these technologies are 
affecting the way people are learning to 

write, and even what “writing” is right now. I 
became interested in this as I’ve been talking 
to my students over the years about texting, 
their use of social media and how they think 
about writing. They are constantly writing—
within the academic setting, yes—but also 
outside of it, although they don’t consider 
texting writing but “talking” or a hybrid of 
the two. In many ways, they’re probably 
writing more than some generations before 
them—if you just looked at words per day. 
So the question is less about how much 
writing people are doing but more about 
what kinds of writing and for what purposes.

How is technology impacting written 
communication?

Digital composing has heightened our 
awareness of visual rhetoric. All writing has 
a visual component—even in an all-print 
document there are questions of spacing, 
punctuation, alignment, bolding and font 
that affect the presentation and reception 
of the written word. Word processing al-
lows writers to make choices about those 
elements much more easily. Moreover, 
composing on and for the Internet also al-
lows writers to make, alter and use graphs, 
tables and images. There is an increasing 
need for people to be able to learn to work 
with images, to really focus on the visual 
messages they are communicating. I’d like 
my students to be able to analyze, use and 
reflect on visual components in their read-
ing and writing. I would say more so than 
when creating a print document. In the ab-
sence of face-to-face communication, we’ve 
also become more aware of using visual 
markers to provide social cues—whether 
it involves adding exclamation points or 
tagging on emojis in an effort to clarify our 
tone. And the timing and speed of how writ-
ing can be circulated also needs to become 
a consideration. For example, people need 
to be reminded that when they receive an 
email, they shouldn’t instantly react. There 
is a need to stop, take a beat and reflect, 
whereas traditional communication had 
pauses built into it. In the past, even if you 
“whipped” off a letter, it was a much slower 
process than firing off an email. We have 
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PUBLICATIONS, HONORS AND 
CREATIVE WORKS

Faculty
Alex Bloom, professor of history, published Takin’ It to 
the Streets: A Sixties Reader (Fourth Edition) (Oxford 
University Press, 2015).

Delvyn Case, associate professor of music, had his 
original holiday overture “Rocket Sleigh” performed by 
14 orchestras, including the Atlanta, Toronto, Roanoke, 
Toledo, Grand Rapids and Pacific symphonies. It also 
received its U.K. premiere by the Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra (December 2015).

Michael Drout, professor of English, published Tolkien 
Studies: Volume 12 (West Virginia University Press, 
2015). He was interviewed in December 2015 by 
National Public Radio and the New York Times as an 
expert on Tolkien in regard to the case in Turkey in 
which a physician faces a two-year prison sentence for 
insulting the Turkish president by comparing him to the 
character Gollum, from the Lord of the Rings film tril-
ogy. He also was an on-air expert in several episodes of 
the History Channel’s “True Monsters” series—“Devils 
and Hell,” “Gods and Monsters,” “Giants and Beasts” 
and “Cannibals and Killers.”

John Grady, professor of sociology, and Michael 
Gousie, professor of math/computer science, presented 
“The Social Composition of an Imaginary World: The Star 
Village in Hollywood, 1927–2013,” an identification and 
analysis of the social types generated by a visualiza-
tion of the most popular movie stars on the Quigley 
Poll, at the International Visual Sociology Association 
Conference, in Tinos, Greece, on June 27, 2015. 
Professor Grady also was a co-organizer of the Visual 
Methods Seminar 2015, with attendees from 20 coun-
tries at the University of Antwerp. The seminar, held Aug. 
24 through Sept. 4, 2015, focused on defining interpreta-
tive issues in the design of visual social research and 
examined best practices in conducting an investigation.

Karen McCormack, associate professor of sociology, 
published the book chapter “Home-Making” in Popular 
Culture as Everyday Life (Routledge, 2016). She also 
co-wrote the article “Understanding Foreclosure Risk: 
The Role of Nativity and Gender,” with Iyar Mazar ’09 in 
Critical Sociology (2015).

Cheryl Mrozowski, professor of dance, in September 
2015 was recruited as a partner for Island Moving 
Company to consult and offer community support to the 
organization. Island Moving Company is a professional 
dance company located in Newport, R.I. 

Lisa Lebduska, professor of English, published the short 
story “Elephant Dog” in the Gateway Review (January 
2016). She also published the flash fiction piece “Mercy 
Mouse” in Animal: A Beast of a Literary Magazine 
(November 2015).

Alumnae/i
Marjorie Gelb Jones ’62 published The Life and Times 
of Mary Vaux Walcott, a biography of the Philadelphia 
Quaker (Schiffer, 2015).

Jo Ann Simons Derr ’75, former president and CEO 
of Cardinal Cushing Centers, became chief executive 
officer of the Northeast Arc on Jan. 4, 2016. The Arc is a 
nonprofit organization that helps children and adults with 
disabilities become full participants in the community.

lots of examples of people tweeting without 
fully considering what they’re posting or 
how others might read that post. The public 
nature of writing is also very different. 
Anything that’s digitized is easily circulated.  
You might send an email to one individual, 
but you don’t really know what that indi-
vidual is going to do to that email. So, now, 
timing and circulation become parts of the 
rhetorical consideration that a writer needs 
to have in mind when composing. 

Does all of this impact the way you 
teach writing?

Yes. I spend more time encouraging 
students to reflect on their writing, to 
think about the medium. I don’t want 
to demonize the technology; I want the 
students to really think about the choices 
they make as writers. I created the 
“Advanced Writing: Digital Controversies” 
course not only to expand the work that 
students do in “First-Year Writing,” but also 
to encourage them to question and explore 
the complexity of what it means to “write” 
in the 21st century. Writers have more 

choices and more decisions to make in what 
and how they compose. This course offers 
students an opportunity to engage in the 
challenges of digital composing from both 
the inside (as composers) and the outside 
(as scholars asking critical questions). And it 
seeks to bridge traditional print writing and 
digital composing so that students improve 
their skills and their understanding in both. 
Students are already immersed in digital 
environments—they’re posting to Instagram 
and Tumblr, reading blogs and maintaining 
YouTube channels. I hope this course 
provides them with insights into some of the 
scholarly conversations about these digital 
environments. I would like us, as a class, 
to see the nuances and distinctions to be 
made in discussing communication related 
to digital technology (and in comparing it 
to face-to-face communication)—whether 
we’re analyzing and writing about texting, 
Wikipedia or surveillance cameras. I would 
like students to understand that there’s 
much to enjoy and learn about writing 
beyond what they learn in English 101. Q
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Professor of English Lisa Lebduska talks with a student in one of her writing classes.
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THERESE ROSS ’86, of Amherst, 
Mass., is a two-time Intercollegiate 
Women’s Lacrosse Coaches 
Association All-American. She ranks 
fourth all-time in program history 
in points (232) and goals (192) and 
10th in assists (40). Ross’s 97 goals 
in 1986 tie her for 13th all-time in 
a single season in NCAA Division III 
women’s lacrosse history. Ross was 
instrumental in leading Wheaton 
to back-to-back NCAA tournament 
appearances, highlighted by the first-
ever NCAA Final Four appearance for 
any Wheaton program, in 1986. She 
was a member of Wheaton’s first-ever 
NCAA team, in 1983, helping to lead 
the field hockey team to the second 
round that season.

JESSICA JOHNSON ’98, of 
Hancock, Mass., is one of the most 
highly decorated two-sport student-
athletes in Wheaton’s rich history. 
Johnson’s name is etched through-
out record books for both softball 
and women’s soccer. She garnered 
two National Fastpitch Coaches 
Association (NFCA) All-America hon-

ors in her career, while also picking 
up a pair of All-Conference accolades 
and Rookie of the Year laurels. She 
helped to lead the softball team 
to three New England Women’s 8 
Conference (NEW 8) championships 
and the women’s soccer team to two 
titles. She also was a member of 
the 1997 softball team that finished 
third in the Division III Softball World 
Series. Johnson was equally suc-
cessful in the classroom, garnering 
Academic All-Conference honors 
four times while at Wheaton and two 
NFCA Scholar Awards.

JAMES MANGANELLO ’99, of 
Duxbury, Mass., who was drafted in 
the second round of the 1999 Major 
League Soccer draft, led the first 
men’s team in Wheaton history to 
an NCAA Tournament appearance in 
1997. He was named the first New 
England Women’s and Men’s Athletic 
Conference (NEWMAC) Player of 
the Year in 1998 and also col-
lected two National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America (NSCAA) 
All-America honors in 1997 and 
1998. Manganello currently ranks No. 
6 overall in program history in points 

(91) and is tied for sixth in goals (31) 
and third in assists (29), despite 
wrapping up his career nearly two 
decades ago.

DESHAWNDA “DEE-DEE” 
WILLIAMS ’00, of Philadelphia, 
earned a staggering amount of 
accolades and honors during her 
career. An eight-time NCAA national 
champion and 20-time NCAA All-
American, Williams was named 
the United States Track Coaches 
Association (USTCA) Indoor National 
Track Athlete of the Year twice (1999, 
2000); the USTCA Outdoor Regional 
Track Athlete of the Year in 1998; and 
NEWMAC Athlete of the Year in her 
final year of competition. She also 
was a key member of the 1999 and 
2000 national championship indoor 
track teams, as she claimed national 
championship titles in the 400-meter 
dash during both seasons.

RAHIEM GREENRIDGE ’02, of 
Wyandanch, N.Y., a six-time NCAA 
national champion and 12-time NCAA 
All-American, is the most decorated 
student-athlete in men’s track and 
field program history. He compiled all 

six of his national titles between the 
high jump and triple jump, highlighted 
by a sweep of the triple jump and an 
indoor high jump title during his season 
as a senior. Greenridge also collected 
NEWMAC Rookie of the Year honors in 
1999 to go along with four NEWMAC 
All-Conference laurels and the Wheaton 
Male Athlete of the Year award in 2001. 
One of his highest individual honors 
came in 2002 as the then senior earned 
USTCA Indoor National Field Athlete of 
the Year accolades.

DAMON WHALEN ’02, of Pelham, 
N.H., was the finest power hitter in 
baseball program history. He was a 
part of four consecutive NEWMAC 
championships, which resulted in 
three NCAA Tournament berths and 
an appearance in the New England 
Regional final in 2002. Individually, 
Whalen received two American 
Baseball Coaches Association All-
America honors; a pair of NEWMAC 
Player of the Year awards; three 
NEWMAC All-Conference selections; 
and the NEWMAC Co-Rookie of the 
Year award, in 1999. He still owns the 
highest batting average (.411) in the 
19-year history of the program; the 

FIELD REPORT

Hall of Fame 2015 inductees honored

Inductees: 

Therese Ross ’86 Jessica Johnson ’98 James Manganello ’99 Deshawnda Williams ’00

The Department of Athletics and Recreation 
in October 2015 honored the most recent 
inductees into the Yowell Hall of Fame with 
a festive ceremony in Emerson Dining Hall.  

The new inductees are: Therese Ross ’86, 
Jessica Johnson ’98, James Manganello ’99, 
Deshawnda “Dee-Dee” Williams ’00, Rahiem 
Greenridge ’02, Damon Whalen ’02, Erin Duffy 

Corbett ’05, longtime head coach and admin-
istrator Del Malloy, and the 1999 women’s 
indoor track and field team. The 1941 Wheaton 
Tritons were also honored as the pioneering 
squad for synchronized swimming, which 
celebrated its 75th anniversary.

“These seven alums are some of the most 
accomplished student-athletes in Wheaton’s 

history, with all of them being named All-
American at least twice in their collegiate 
careers. Along with his accolades as a 
head coach and taking Wheaton women’s 
basketball team to the NCAA Final Four, Del 
Malloy was instrumental as a part of the 
athletics department staff that helped transi-
tion Wheaton athletics from a single-gender 

PHOTOS BY KEITH NORDSTROM
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home runs record with 43 total—
nearly 20 more than the second-
highest student-athlete on the list; 
and notched the most total bases 
(430), highest slugging percentage 
(.734), highest on-base percentage 
(.488), and registered 194 RBI (the 
most in program history).

ERIN DUFFY CORBETT ’05, of East 
Longmeadow, Mass., is the gold 
standard of what it means to be an 
NCAA Division III student-athlete. 
She is a three-time NSCAA first 
team All-American, and a two-time 
Academic All-American, receiving 
her academic honors from ESPN The 
Magazine and the NSCAA. Corbett 
also collected NEWMAC Player of 
the Year accolades in 2003, four 
NEWMAC All-Conference laurels and 
eight All-Region awards. The soccer 
player was a part of four consecutive 
NEWMAC championships, played in 
one NCAA Final Four, and competed 
in two NCAA Elite 8 tournament 
rounds. During her career, Wheaton 
went 88–6–2 overall and 35–0–1 
in the NEWMAC, thanks to her skills 
and leadership in the backfield. 

DEL MALLOY, of Attleboro, Mass., a 
true pioneer in Wheaton athletics his-
tory, coached the women’s basketball 
team to a pair of NCAA tournament 
appearances and guided his squad to 
a Final Four appearance in 1994 and 
a Sweet Sixteen showing in 1995. 
Malloy led Wheaton to four NEW 8 
championships in his 13-year career; 
earned conference Coach of the Year 
accolades twice and New England 
Women’s Basketball Association 
Coach of the Year honors; and col-
lected 207 wins, the most in program 
history. In addition to serving in 
multiple administrative capacities dur-
ing his time at Wheaton, including as 
associate director of athletics, Malloy 
also coached the softball team for 
eight seasons, leading the 1988 team 
to a NEW 8 championship and the 
1984 team to the Midwest Association 
for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women 
title. He also directed the women’s 
cross country team for nine years and 
the men’s cross country team for four.

THE WOMEN’S INDOOR TRACK 
AND FIELD TEAM OF 1999, was 
the first-ever national champion-
ship team in Wheaton history. The 

Lyons scored 43 points to start a 
historic five-year national cham-
pionship run in NCAA Division III 
women’s track and field. Wheaton 
went on to win a total of eight titles 
between the indoor and outdoor 
seasons from 1999–2003. Winning 
all five indoor NCAA champion-
ships during that stretch, the team 
became the first Division III team 
of either gender to capture five 
straight titles. Deshawnda Williams 

’00 won the 400-meter dash crown 
in 1999, while the Lyons racked up 
10 All-American honors total, en 
route to the first-ever national title 
in Wheaton history. Williams led the 
team with three All-America accolades, 
while Tenille Johnson ’01 and Colleen 
Myrie ’01 earned two honors, and Amy 
Swanson ’99, Beth Castagno Marks 
’00 and Angela Mullins ’00 claimed 
one All-America award each. Q

—Shawn Medeiros

athletics department to a coeducational 
program, said Director of Athletics and 
Recreation John Sutyak ’00.

“The 1999 women’s indoor track and 
field team kick-started one of the most 
dominant stretches in NCAA Division III 
women’s track and field history,” Sutyak 
noted. “The depth of talent on that team 

was rather impressive, and it set a standard 
of excellence that many of our programs 
strive for to this day.”

The Yowell Hall of Fame honors and 
gives lasting recognition to individuals 
who, either through participation, sup-
port or interest, have made outstanding 
contributions in the athletics arena, and 

specifically to the Wheaton athletics pro-
gram. The individuals and teams selected 
have not only brought recognition, honor, 
distinction and excellence to the college 
and its intercollegiate athletics program, 
but they also have continued to demon-
strate in their lives the values imparted by 
intercollegiate athletics.

Rahiem Greenridge ’02 Damon Whalen ’02 Erin Duffy Corbett ’05 Del Malloy

The 1999 women’s indoor track and field team was inducted into the Yowell Hall of Fame. 
Front row, left to right: Kendra Bullock ’01, Angela Mullins ’00, Janna Sullivan ’00, Amy 
Swanson Paul ’99, Colleen Burch Bercume ’02, Jacqui Martinelli Souza ’02 and Meghan 
Marks ’00. Back row: Niara Woods ’02, Lisa Wallin LeClair ’01, Deshawnda Williams ’00, 
Beth Castagno Marks ’00, Megan Flaherty Hall ’02 and Kathrene Getz ’02

More online: athletics.wheatoncollege.edu/hall_of_fame/2015_Hall_of_Fame_Class

http://athletics.wheatoncollege.edu/information/directory/administration/john_sutyak
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SNAP SHOTS

Emerson Dining revamp
Emerson Dining Hall reopened on February 15 
amid fanfare and fun. The revamped space, which 
boasts a beam signed by members of the Wheaton 
community, retains its traditional dark-wood panels 
but now has the bright, modern feel of an upscale 
cafè, with its sleek lighting fixtures and furnishings. 
The refresh is the final phase of renovations aimed 
at enhancing the dining experience at Wheaton. 
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The unforgettable sunset after a February snow storm had all in awe.

Small 
wonders
Miniature 
installations of 
small sculptures 
cropped up all 
over campus this 
winter as part of 
a “Sculpture 1” 
assignment, in 
which students 
were required to 
create multiple 
castings of small 
sculptures in clay 
and then position 
them around 
campus.
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Diversity at work
Career Services hosted “Diversified 
Workplace” in November, a panel discussion 
in which alums shared their perspectives 
on diversity and multiculturalism in the 
workplace. Participants included Valerie Tobia 
’07, integrated behavioral health clinician at 
Family Health Center; Christina Lambert ’10, 
success coach at Bunker Hill Community 
College; Marlon Ramdehal ’03, associate 
director of programming at Year Up; Leykia 
“Kia” Brill ’06, associate provost of diversity 
at UMass-Amherst; and Amanda Nelson ’07, a 
pastor at Faith Lutheran Church.

A broader perspective on psychology
Peony Fhagen, associate professor of psychology and chair of the Psychology 
Department, has been teaching multicultural psychology at Wheaton for 
11 years and runs the Self Development Lab. She currently is working on 
a multicultural psychology textbook to fill a void in the field and improve 
the information available to students. She discusses her work in a recent 
video interview, part of a series highlighting the teaching and scholarship of 
Wheaton faculty. View it on the news page at wheatoncollege.edu.

Picture-perfect sunset

KEITH NORDSTROM
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A box seat in the 
presidential arena
Neil Levesque ’93 heads New Hampshire 
Institute of Politics

By Kathryn Stearns

If you want to find Neil Levesque, look to the back 
of the room. Or scan the edge of the crowd. When 
politicians and pundits storm into town in the weeks 
before the New Hampshire presidential primary, he 
likes to stand back. But he’s always at the center of 
activity. 

As executive director of the nonpartisan New 
Hampshire Institute of Politics, housed at Saint Anselm 
College in Manchester, Levesque is happily engaged in 
a job that allows him to promote electoral politics and 
American democracy in action.

When he’s not with candidates who are out on the 
campaign trail, Levesque stages events at the institute for 
front-runners and long shots alike; assists the reporters 
and producers who cover them; and helps manage a 
dynamic academic environment for students and others 
interested not only in political science but in the color 
and commotion of authentic political practice.

“I’m just a facilitator,” says the 1993 
Wheaton graduate with characteristic mod-
esty. “I help politicians do their job.”

Friends, colleagues and politicos would 

argue he does a lot more than that.
Since becoming director in 2008, 

Levesque, 46, has raised the profile of the 
Institute of Politics at Saint Anselm, a small 

liberal arts college founded in 1889 by the 
Benedictines and perched on a hillside 
overlooking the former industrial mill build-
ings of Manchester. As institute director, 
Levesque (pronounced “Laveck”) also serves 
on Saint Anselm’s cabinet, the school’s top 
administrative team.

Politicians have been stopping by the 
college for years—including every major 
presidential contender since Dwight D. 
Eisenhower in 1952. Today, however, the 
institute is a well-recognized center for poli-
tics, polling and public policy.

 “The Institute of Politics is the leading 
political center of the state,” asserts former 
New Hampshire governor Steve Merrill. 
“That’s single-handedly due to Neil.”

Veteran political journalist Mark Halperin 
agrees that Levesque has taken the institute 
to a new level. “Neil saw a vacuum the 
institute could fill and leveraged its posi-
tion, making it central to the way the New 
Hampshire primary works,” says the manag-
ing editor of Bloomberg Politics, which has 
teamed up with Saint Anselm during this 
presidential cycle to conduct polls. “He 
had a vision and executed it. The stakes 
were high. But Neil saw the assets here and 
rushed headlong into the national political 
firmament. That’s rare.” 

Colleagues say Levesque is one of the 
most politically connected people in the 
state, whose influence draws to Saint 
Anselm major candidates, notable elected 
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officials, authors and media personalities.
“We get at least one candidate a day dur-

ing the presidential cycle,” says Saint Anselm 
president Steven DiSalvo. “It’s Hillary one 
day and Jeb the next.”  

Primary thoughts

In mid-January, just weeks before the New 
Hampshire primary, Levesque is sitting at a 
diner in New London, north of Manchester, 
catching up on regional news and indulg-
ing in a slice of coconut crème pie. (“Sssh! 
Tell no one,” he says, a conspiratorial glint 
in his deep blue eyes.) He’s got about an 
hour to spare before joining Florida Senator 
Marco Rubio at the Sturm, Ruger & Co. gun 
manufacturing plant in Newport, N.H., an 
obligatory stop for presidential contenders 
keen to demonstrate their allegiance to gun 
rights and the Second Amendment. 

Whereas some liken New Hampshire’s 
first-in-the-nation primary to a quadrennial 

circus that ought to strike the tent and move 
on, Levesque sees something else: a civically 
engaged populace that takes seriously its 
responsibility to vet candidates.

 “We should absolutely hold on to it,” says 
Levesque, who is chairman of the Presidential 
Primary Centennial Anniversary Commission, 
established by the New Hampshire 
Legislature last year to commemorate the 
primary’s 100th anniversary and educate 
citizens about its role in presidential politics.

“We work hard at this process,” he says, 
praising the “hand-to-hand” campaigning 
possible in a small state with a high voter 
turnout.

It’s a process that Levesque, a New 
Hampshire native, enjoys immensely. “For 
people who love politics, there’s no other 
place to be. It’s the state sport,” he says 
before heading off on a bright wintry day to 
meet Rubio.  

During a brief hiatus between events, 
Levesque conducts a tour of the institute, 

situated adjacent to Saint Anselm’s main 
campus. The nondescript brick building sees 
more presidential campaign activity than 
any other in the United States, Levesque 
proudly proclaims. Lining the walls are his-
toric campaign photos, political posters and 
memorabilia, from a handwritten note by 
Daniel Webster to whimsical bobbleheads 
and obscure buttons. (“Nuck Fewt” is a 
Levesque favorite, though he frets it may of-
fend the former Republican House speaker, 
who’s apt to drop in again someday.)

Levesque keeps two offices, a formal 
one near his staff of three and an informal 
one where he likes to “disappear” (the 
nameplate on the door still says “Brother 
Isaac Murphy”). His official office bears 
the markings of the job—a desk piled with 
papers, books on politics, and a photo of 
himself with Caroline Kennedy.

Down the hall, in his second office, sports 
other than politics are on display: There is a 
photo of Kelly, his wife of 17 years, trium-
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Neil Levesque ’93, executive director of the New Hampshire Institute of Politics, escorts former candidate Jeb Bush to meet with the media.
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phantly completing a triathlon; a snapshot of 
Levesque showing off his catch of the day, a 
600-pound bluefin tuna caught with his own 
boat off the shores of Portsmouth, N.H.; and 
a photograph of a coveted sailboat chris-
tened Aloft.

“When it gets stressful, this is what I want 
to look at,” he says of the 40-foot yawl, not 
his own. 

Levesque loves boats, fishing and trap-
ping lobsters. He owns a small sloop and 
a lobster boat that he keeps in Rye Harbor. 
When he’s not on the water, he hunts for 
boar, bear, deer and moose—any big game 
he can find in the wilds beyond Concord, 
the state capital, where he lives with his wife 
and 13-year-old daughter, Molly.

Behind the scenes

With just two and a half weeks to go 
before the February 9 primary, as TV and 
radio reporters assemble in the Common 
Ground café in anticipation of the arrival of 
Republican presidential candidate Senator 

Ted Cruz, Levesque toggles among cam-
era crews, campaign workers and students 
deputized to help with the upcoming panel 
discussion. By the time the bluejeaned Texas 
senator strides into the auditorium, the corn 
dogs are gone and Levesque has receded 
into the background.

“He doesn’t try to dominate the event,” 
says Merrill, the former New Hampshire 
governor who has known Levesque for more 
than 20 years. “He lets authors and pols take 
control.” 

Merrill thinks Levesque’s self-effacing 
manner is a key to his success. “People from 
the far left and far right trust him. He’s truly 
bipartisan. That’s why he can attract politi-
cians from all around the country.”

Politically speaking, Levesque admits 
he’s mellowed over the years. A lifelong 
Republican, from a family of Republicans, 
he recalls “sticking out” during his junior 
and senior years at Wheaton (he transferred 
from Nichols College in Dudley, Mass.). He 
wrote commentaries from a conservative 
viewpoint for the student newspaper and 

went against the majority of his peers at 
Commencement when he sported a mortar-
board emblazoned with “Bush ’96.”  

That’s George Herbert Walker Bush, 
whose 1992 defeat made a lasting impres-
sion. In fact, Levesque dates his passion for 
politics from the night Bush, the incumbent 
president, conceded to Bill Clinton. It was a 
transformative moment for the young politi-
cal science major wondering what he should 
do for the rest of his life. 

Bush looked right into the camera, 
Levesque remembers, and urged young 
people not to be deterred from public ser-
vice by the “smoke and fire of a campaign 
year or the ugliness of politics.”

“That’s when I knew,” says Levesque.
Inspired by Bush’s words, Levesque re-

turned home to Nashua and wrote to Hugh 
Gregg, a former Republican governor and 
patrician political insider who had served 
as state chairman for a number of presiden-
tial campaigns.

“I love the state like you do,” Levesque told 
Gregg. A tireless booster of New Hampshire 
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Neil Levesque ’93 asks a question of candidate Hillary Clinton during a live debate held at the institute. 
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and its primary, Gregg 
was naturally drawn to the 
young graduate’s enthusi-
asm for the Granite State. 
Thirty minutes after receiv-
ing Gregg’s call, “I was in 
his office, in a chair Nelson 
Rockefeller, George Bush 
and Ronald Reagan had sat 
in,” Levesque remembers.  

That was the start of 
a career grounded in 
New Hampshire poli-
tics. Gregg, who died in 
2003, proved a valuable 
mentor. “He and I talked 
every day and he helped 
with different opportuni-
ties, and I got to see what 
a great New Hampshire statesman was up 
close,” Levesque told the Union Leader last 
year. Gregg founded the New Hampshire 
Political Library, which was eventually folded 
into the Institute of Politics.

From Wheaton to New Hampshire

A year after graduation, in 1994, 
Levesque took a job with the campaign 
of Representative Charles Bass, another 
Granite State Republican with a long political 
lineage, who represented the state’s Second 
District from 1995 to 2007 and again from 
2011 to 2013. After serving as Bass’s cam-
paign manager, Levesque rose to become 
state director, a role that required him to 
manage staff, handle constituent casework, 
track lawmaking in both Washington, D.C., 
and Concord, and schedule events in a 
sprawling district with boundaries that stretch 
from the Massachusetts border to the moun-
tainous North Country near Canada. He 
helped cut bureaucratic red tape for major 
projects, including approval for new roads.

Levesque drove the congressman almost 
everywhere. “That gave him a feeling of 
how things were going and made him more 
effective, being out on the road with me,” 
says Bass. Long hours in the car also ce-
mented their friendship. They often listened 
to books on tape, books such as Charlie 
Wilson’s War and Michael Beschloss’s Taking 
Charge: The Johnson White House Tapes, 

1963–1964.
“He’s very well read,” notes Bass, now 

a lawyer in private practice. “He’s always 
talking about books, particularly on politics. 
He knew more about the lives of elected 
officials than almost anybody.”

Indeed, Levesque says Wheaton’s library 
was his favorite spot on campus, a place 
where he discovered the political biogra-
phies he favors.

And while Levesque says he hasn’t read 
much fiction since college, he appreciates a 
tall tale. 

Bass recounts how the two would listen 
to authentic Irish jokes on some of those 
long drives to town halls and shopping 
malls. Levesque made it a point to collect 
new jokes every year so that the congress-
man had fresh material for the St. Patrick’s 
Day circuit, when “just about everyone was 
drunk but me,” Bass recalls, laughing. “We 
had a great time.”

Bass lost his bid for re-election in 2006. 
Suddenly, Levesque was out of a job he had 
held for a decade. He worked for a time 
in wealth management at Morgan Stanley 
but was, according to those who know him 
well, miserable.

The chance to direct the Institute of 
Politics, which had been overseen by a 
rotating crew of faculty members, seemed 
like an excellent fit—and offered a box seat 
in the political arena.

“I’m doing exactly what I wanted to 

do,” says Levesque, who 
demurs when asked if he’d 
ever like to run for po-
litical office himself. “I see 
what elected officials go 
through, and it’s a grueling 
process.”

While acknowledging 
that elections are more 
partisan and less civil than 
in the past, Levesque argues 
that money is not the most 
pressing problem—there 
are plenty of billionaires 
on both sides, he observes. 
Furthermore, he asserts that 
most politicians are better 
people than voters and a 
scornful media generally 

assume. Overall, they are smart, hardworking, 
patriotic and “trying to do what’s best for the 
country. Money is not what they’re in this for.”

The problem in politics, Levesque says, 
is people. “Americans don’t take time to get 
involved or understand civics.”

A few days before the third Democratic 
presidential debate, staged at Saint Anselm 
in mid-December, a labor dispute prevented 
New Hampshire’s most influential televi-
sion station, WMUR, from participating. 
In a pinch, ABC News turned to Levesque, 
asking him to join moderators David Muir 
and Martha Raddatz—more evidence, note 
colleagues, of the respected and impartial 
role Levesque plays as the institute’s direc-
tor. Campaign managers know him to be a 
fair referee, whatever his personal politics.

The event may have been the apex of 
Levesque’s political career, suggests Bass 
with only a hint of humor. “We were email-
ing furiously” right up until airtime, he says, 
chuckling about the fact that Levesque 
couldn’t decide whether to wear his reading 
glasses for his national TV debut. 

When the cameras rolled, a pair of dark-
rimmed eyeglasses framed his face. And he 
was standing in the aisle far from the bright 
lights of center stage—as if not wanting to 
call too much attention to himself. Q

Kathryn Stearns is a commentator for Vermont 
Public Radio and the former editorial page editor 
of the Valley News. She lives in Hanover, N.H.

Neil Levesque ’93 talks with ABC News reporter Brad Mielke. 
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Students enrich 
education by partnering 

with professors 

Creative

collaborations

One of the hallmarks of 
a Wheaton liberal arts 
education is the close 
working relationship 
that students have with 
faculty members, both 
inside and outside of 
the classroom. That 

is most clear in the 
collaborations that occur 

all year long between 
students and professors across 

disciplines—from English to 
science. Both sides benefit from 

joint intellectual pursuits that 
teach, inspire and fuel creative 

thinking and problem solving. And 
often their teamwork extends well 
beyond the campus to help others. 

Here, we share a few of those 
endeavors from the fall semester.
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Red eye for black holes

Student and professor stay up to 
study astronomy event

Pulling an all-nighter is a college rite of passage. 
But how about staying up for three consecutive 
nights to better understand the inner workings of a 
black hole?

Physics major John Scarpaci ’17, in collabo-
ration with Assistant Professor of Physics and 
Astronomy Dipankar Maitra, did just that when 
offered a rare opportunity to study the eruption of 
a black hole in real time.

In June 2015, the black hole binary system V404 
Cygni erupted. “This was a totally unanticipated 
event and made us change all our previous plans 
for the summer,” said Professor Maitra.

When matter spirals into a black hole, the 
accreted matter gets heated up to tens of millions 
degrees, and emits light of all wavelengths, 
ranging from visible to infrared through ultraviolet 
and X-rays. Scarpaci and Maitra researched 
the properties of these different wavelengths to 
better understand the nature and evolution of the 
accretion flow near a black hole.

The research team studied V404 Cygni’s erup-
tion using Wheaton’s 12-inch aperture Meade 
LX600 telescope with an attached CCD camera 
and light filters. They produced hundreds of images 
and lots of data, which were transferred to a Linux 
workstation for processing and analysis.

“We could really see the flickering of light origi-
nating from very close to a black hole,” Maitra said.

Scarpaci said observing the highly energetic 
and rapidly varying outburst from the black hole 

was awe-inspiring. “I couldn’t stop myself from 
losing sleep over the analysis of the images. What 
we saw in our data is not what we would usually 
expect from a typical jet-dominated outburst.”

Indeed, the results showed that the jet-launch-
ing region near the black hole was more compact 
and energetic than expected.

“We may have to go back to our drawing boards 
and reevaluate or modify our existing ideas about the 
process of accretion onto black holes,” Maitra said.

Student-faculty collaboration is all about push-
ing boundaries in research. Scarpaci’s favorite part 
of collaborating with Maitra is “having an extra 

gold mine of knowledge to dredge.”
Maitra said student-faculty research is transfor-

mative, especially for hardworking and intellectu-
ally curious students like Scarpaci. “Once students 
realize that they are contributing something 
substantial to cutting-edge research, they take the 
project much further themselves,” he said.

Scarpaci said he is interested in black holes 
because they strain our understanding of science. 
He plans to pursue a master’s degree in astronomy 
or astrophysics after he graduates from Wheaton.

—Laura Pedulli

Writing with purpose

Women’s and gender studies majors 
create grant proposals for nonprofits 

When designing her Senior Seminar for women’s 
and gender studies majors about five years ago, 
Associate Professor Kim Miller wanted to offer 
something new.

“By the time students reach the Senior Seminar, 
they have already had substantial experience 
conducting research, reading and writing,” Miller 
said. “Because of this, one focus of the Senior 
Seminar—and one that makes us unique—is to 
equip students with practical skills that are associ-
ated with engaging in feminist politics, and which 
will help them find success in the complex contexts 
in which they will live and work.”

Over the years, students in the class have 

written grant proposals for five nonprofit organiza-
tions—the Rhode Island National Organization 
for Women, Women’s Fund of Rhode Island, Girls 
Rock! Rhode Island, the Lady Project and Sojourner 
House. 

One proposal helped Girls Rock! acquire more 
instruments for the young musicians the organi-
zation fosters. Others have been adapted by the 
organizations to meet a variety of needs.

Early in the semester, former Women’s Fund 
CEO Marcia Coné comes to Miller’s class to run a 
workshop on grant writing for nonprofit organiza-
tions. Coné has repeated the training each year. 

The students also visit the nonprofit site during 

collaborations
John Scarpaci ’17 spent his summer peering into neutron stars and black holes under the guidance of Assistant 
Professor of Physics and Astronomy Dipankar Maitra.
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Emily Bergmann ’16 interned at Sojourner House, 
one of the local nonprofits for which Senior Seminar 
students wrote grant proposals.
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the second week of the semester to better under-
stand how the organization works.

“I’ve had a number of students who have gradu-
ated tell me that the class has helped them in law 
school or it helped them get a job. Employers look 
at their resumés and they’re surprised to see they 
have that training,” Miller said.

Alexandra Natale ’16, who is double majoring 
in women’s and gender studies and film and new 
media studies, has taken the class twice, including 
this past fall.

“I wrote a grant when I took this course before, 
and having that on my resumé made me a really 

competitive candidate for internships,” she said.
For Emily Bergmann ’16, the class offers the 

perfect blend of theory and practice and a chance 
to spend time with other women’s and gender 
studies majors. She is a double major, also study-
ing film and new media.

“I’m using all of the academic skills I’ve honed 
over the past four years on the readings, and I’m 
working on writing and more professional skills 
through the grant-writing process,” she said. 

This kind of work helps establish an inclu-
sive, collaborative community in the class-
room—something that fits well with the key 

goals of feminist pedagogy, Miller said. 
“One of the most positive outcomes of the 

grant-writing project is that it has forced me to 
rethink the space of the classroom, dismantle our 
hierarchy, and collaborate with students at a much 
deeper level than I have been able to do previously 
in all of my teaching of undergraduate students,” 
she said.  

“It also promotes shared authority between me 
and my students, as opposed to the professor hav-
ing total authority in the classroom, and has led to 
greater intellectual exchange in the classroom.” 

—Becca Manning

Marvels in the microworld

Senior teams up with biology 
professors to study beetles, toads

Whether it’s amphibians or insects, the smaller 
creatures that inhabit our planet fascinate Hadley 
Biagiotti ’16.

The biology major has kept busy discovering the 
intricacies of other species—embarking on two 
separate projects exploring the diversity of dung 
beetles and the biomechanics of cane toads.

 In collaboration with Professor of Biology 
Betsey Dyer, Biagiotti conducted entomology 
research focusing on dung beetles in Wheaton 
Woods and the Great Meadow Hill Farm in nearby 
Rehoboth, Mass.

The project required Biagiotti to collect live 
dung beetles from cow manure. She mounted the 
beetles with insect pins and labeled the species 
and where they were found. 

Raised on an Idaho farm, she is well suited 
to the work. Biagiotti previously has raised and 
showed dairy heifers, beef cattle and sheep at the 
local county fair. “Ever since I was a child, I have 
loved and been around animals,” she said. 

She also excels in the lab. 
“Beetle identification can be difficult, but Hadley 

has excellent attention to detail and the patience 
for hours of microscopy,” Dyer said.

Biagiotti’s study of beetles sheds light on their 
surprising diversity and aesthetic beauty. “A lot of 
the beetles are stunning to look at, having irides-
cent color or bull-like horns,” she said.

Biagiotti is working to arrange the beetles 
taxonomically. She has collected about 160 beetles, 
representing 15 different species. “I discovered that 
I really have a passion for making insect collections,” 
she said.

In her research on cane toads, Biagiotti spent 
time marveling at the shape and motion of the 

bones that allow them to be extraordinary long-
distance hoppers and landers.

She collaborated with Assistant Professor of 
Biology Laura Ekstrom to learn more about how 
the bones are positioned during landing, which will 
ultimately lead to understanding how forces are 
absorbed. Specifically, she analyzed digital videos 
and CT scans of toads in Ekstrom’s lab.

This work has implications in medicine. “This in-
side look at the movements of the skeletal system 
can be useful in finding out why certain people are 
more prone to different types of injuries, such as 

ACL injuries, based on how their bones are mov-
ing,” Biagiotti said.

Ekstrom describes Biagiotti as a motivated student 
who perseveres during challenging times. “Her ability 
to think on her own and critically analyze each prob-
lem we faced was essential to our success,” she said.

Both experiences solidified Biagiotti’s desire 
to take her love of research to the next level: 
graduate school. “I am confident that I will be able 
to efficiently handle new, difficult programs and 
experiments in the future,” she said.

 —Laura Pedulli

Hadley Biagiotti ’16, in collaboration with Professor of Biology Betsey Dyer, conducted entomology research 
focusing on the diversity of dung beetles in the local area.
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Smart shopping
Class works with education 
professor on annual toy guide

Students in Professor Vicki Bartolini’s “Issues in 
Early Care and Education” course played a key 
role in fall 2015 in helping the national advocacy 
group Teachers Resisting Unhealthy Children’s 
Entertainment (TRUCE) develop a guide for buying 
toys. 

TRUCE had not produced the annual Toy 
Selection Guide for several years, but organization 
leaders felt it was time for an update—particularly 
as screens compete increasingly for children’s free 
time. Bartolini, who serves on the TRUCE steering 
committee, along with alumna Blakely Fetridge 
Bundy ’66, thought immediately of her students.

“I felt this was a great opportunity for students 
to apply their research to something families and 
educators could use,” Bartolini said.

Along with assigned readings and class discus-
sions, the students visited early childhood centers 
in the area and interviewed parents and educators 
to build a list of criteria for good and bad toys. They 
then visited stores to develop recommendations. 

More than 75 percent of the students’ recom-
mendations made the guide, which was posted 
online in time for the holiday shopping season 
and distributed to thousands at the National 
Association for the Education of Young Children’s 
annual conference in November.

Jeremy Zak ’16, a biochemistry major and 
education minor, put toys that promote violence at 
the top of the “bad” list. His favorite good toy was 
a board game called Engineering Ants.

“It tasks the children with problem solving and 
thinking on their feet, which are very important 
lessons all children should learn, especially as they 

become more dependent on technology,” Zak said.
Georgia Crane ’16, a double major in psychology 

and early childhood education, said she was sur-
prised to find so many toys that had limited use or 
required no creativity. One of her least favorite toys 
was an electronic banking version of Monopoly.

“Growing up, the adding and counting are what 
made the game exciting. Now that there is technol-
ogy doing it for you, it really takes away from the 
game,” she said.

Bartolini said the project helped her realize how 
much students value knowing their work will be 
used by an outside audience. And she enjoyed 

watching her students exceed expectations.
“One team created a point system for evaluating 

toys in the store based on their research for the 
assignment. This was a step that had not occurred 
to me and one that reflected careful organization of 
their research,” she said.

The project also opened up new opportunities.
“After reviewing students’ work, the TRUCE 

steering committee asked me if there is a student 
who would like to join the committee,” Bartolini 
said.

—Becca Manning

Inspiring philanthropy 

English class explores possibilities of 
crowdfunding

There is an art to telling a story—especially when 
it’s not your own.

Students in Professor of English Lisa Lebduska’s 
“Writing in Professional Contexts” class explored 
this art—but with purpose—when they developed 
crowdfunding projects.

In collaboration with Lebduska, students 
launched Crowdrise or Kickstarter websites on be-
half of various organizations. They each cultivated 
a partnership with a nonprofit or business and 

worked to persuasively convey that entity’s need 
for funding through digital storytelling.

“Students learned the complexity and respon-
sibility that accompany any fundraising effort, 
because ultimately they tried to tell a story that is 
not their own. So they began by listening to and 
reading about their clients, and understanding their 
story in the fullest sense,” Lebduska said.

The students developed the campaigns using 
text, video and audio. They wrote, edited and 
revised their campaigns, incorporating feedback 

Students in Professor Vicki Bartolini’s “Issues in Early Care and Education” course spent the fall 2015 semester 
researching toys of value and toys to avoid for the annual Toy Selection Guide published by the national 
advocacy group Teachers Resisting Unhealthy Children’s Entertainment. Pictured: Georgia Crane ’16, education 
major, and Vicki Bartolini

Professor Lisa Lebduska works with students on a 
brief exercise on editing for wordiness.
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through a peer-review process. Also Lebduska 
advised students on developing a plan to promote 
campaigns beyond their own social media circles.

Campaigns supported various local and 
international nonprofits. One student developed a 
Kickstarter campaign for Cape Fifteen, an apparel 
company launched by two college students, includ-
ing Kyle Rumberger ’16.

Amanda Brazell ’17 focused her campaign on 
Cake4Kids—a San Francisco-based nonprofit that 
delivers birthday cakes to foster children. 

“The hope is to make these kids feel special for 
at least one day out of the year, to raise their self-
esteem, and to increase their chance of success 

in school and life,” said Brazell, who named her 
campaign “Birthdays Are AWESOME!” 

An economics major, she said, “What’s great 
about doing this project is that I get to help the 
community while also fulfilling my education 
interests.”

Demetra Edwards ’17 raised funds for the 
Winslow Farm Animal Sanctuary in Norton, Mass., 
which looked to repair the sanctuary’s 100-year-
old donkey barn. 

“I figured that urgency would add to the cam-
paign and show possible donors how important it 
is to raise the funds before winter,” she said.

The class project reflects a major principle in a 

liberal arts education: understanding and respecting 
differences in others and ourselves, Lebduska said.

“If students can truly hear and convey an 
individual’s or organization’s story in a respectful 
way that persuades others to contribute to that 
organization’s efforts, they’ve brought the pieces 
together. They’ve made rhetoric real and purpose-
ful,” she said.

They’ve made a real difference. Lebduska re-
ported that her class has raised more than $5,200 
for their organizations.

—Laura Pedulli

Unexpected editor

Psychology student discovers talent 
for close reading on book projects

Writing a book might seem like a solitary venture, but 
three Wheaton professors have discovered that it’s a 
perfect opportunity for student-faculty collaboration.

Associate Professor of Anthropology M. Gabriela 
Torres was working on a book with Professor of 
Sociology Kersti Yllo last year when she thought 
to ask one of her students, Jessica Kruger ’17, to 
help prepare the manuscript for publication.  

The psychology major’s writing had impressed 
Torres, so she hired Kruger through a Wheaton 
Research Partnership (WRP), which provides fund-
ing for student-faculty projects.

Though she started out checking citations and 
formatting, Kruger’s role soon expanded to more 
in-depth editing.

“Especially through high school, you’re taught 
that your teachers are your teachers, and they’re 
the ones grading you, but through the WRP 
process, it’s more like you’re two academics as 
opposed to professor-student,” Kruger said.

Torres and Yllo found Kruger’s contributions 
invaluable.

“Jessica has been incredible in both her meticu-
lous attention to detail and awareness of the big 
project,” Yllo said. “I have never seen an undergrad-
uate with this level of skill in editing and working on 
a manuscript. She has been a real gift to us.”

The book, Marital Rape: Consent, Marriage and 
Social Change in Global Context, is being published 
by Oxford University Press and is based on a con-
ference that Torres and Yllo organized at Wheaton 
in May 2013 with a grant from the Wenner-Gren 
Foundation.

“The conference brought together anthro-
pologists whose work has touched on violence in 

marriage with scholars who have been working 
on marital rape across the world, in the areas of 
public health, law and human rights,” Torres said.

Carolyn Stancliff ’16 and Rebekah Howland ’15 
took notes during conference discussions that also 
contributed to the book.

“Students are a great help to our research, espe-
cially when they are curious, energetic and commit-
ted,” Yllo said. “And they get to do work that at bigger 
universities you’d hire graduate students to do.”

After they finished their book this past summer, 
Torres and Yllo recommended Kruger for another 
WRP, this time helping Professor of Hispanic 
Studies Mary Beth Tierney-Tello. Her book, which 

is being published by Bucknell University Press, 
explores Peruvian narratives of childhood and how 
they relate to identity.

Tierney-Tello had initially thought the WRP 
program didn’t apply to her work, picturing a 
research student at a microscope or in a lab. But 
her collaborations with Kruger and other students 
have changed that mindset.

“Writing seems like a very solitary enterprise,” 
she said. “The WRP has made me realize there are 
collaborative possibilities with my work.”

—Becca Manning

Jessica Kruger ’17, left, meets with (from left to right) Associate Professor of Anthropology M. Gabriela Torres, 
Professor of Hispanic Studies Mary Beth Tierney-Tello and Professor of Sociology Kersti Yllo in Wallace library to 
discuss student-faculty book collaborations.
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Fishing for answers

Biology professor, student 
researchers study zebrafish to learn 
about the human body

For more than two years, Assistant Professor 
of Biology Jenny Lanni has been exploring how 
potassium may affect bone size with the help of 
student researchers and 1,000 zebrafish.

Her research, which builds off postdoctoral 
work she began in the laboratory of Dr. Matthew 
Harris in the Orthopedics Department at Boston 
Children’s Hospital, has potential applications in 
human medicine. Zebrafish share about 60 percent 
of their genes with humans.

“Using whole genome sequencing, I found that 
zebrafish with extra-long fins carry a mutation 
in the KCC4a gene,” Lanni said. “This mutation 
seems to increase the amount of potassium that 
cells transport across their membranes.”

Determining the mechanism that connects 
potassium levels to fin size is the focus of Lanni’s 
research. She works with both the long-finned 
mutant strain and the regular short-finned strain of 
zebrafish, known as “wildtype.” 

Both strains have been genetically modified so 
their blood vessels are fluorescent, making them 
easier to see and photograph under a microscope. 
The fish are housed in a state-of-the-art aqua-
culture facility in the Mars Center for Science and 
Technology. 

Ethan FitzGerald ’16, a double major in bio-
chemistry and political science, is introducing an 
activated version of the KCC4a gene into wildtype 
zebrafish to see if it will cause long fins when the 
injected embryos are raised to maturity. Kathryn 
“Katie” Henrikson ’16, a double major in biology 
and psychology, is using gene-editing technology 
to inactivate the KCC4a gene in the long-finned 
strain, to see if this will prevent fin overgrowth. 
They hope to have initial results from the two 
experiments this spring. 

Another area of Lanni’s research is explor-
ing why zebrafish that carry two copies of 
the KCC4a gene mutation (homozygotes) have less 
vigor as adults than those that carry just one copy 
(heterozygotes). FitzGerald and biochemistry major 
Ao “Kevin” Shi ’17 are taking a closer look at heart 
function and nervous system development in the 
homozygous fish.

Biochemistry major Caroline Stanclift ’16 is 

assisting Lanni with a related area of research—
figuring out in which tissues the KCC4a protein is 
expressed. Stanclift said she loves many aspects 
of the work, but mainly the way Lanni balances 
support with letting her students work out their 
experiments independently.

“I’ve learned critical biochemical techniques but 
also, more important, how to communicate ques-
tions clearly, when to offer my ideas and work with 
my fellow lab mates,” Stanclift said.

As for Lanni, working closely with student 
researchers helps keep her focused and energized.

“Unlike in most laboratory classes, I truly don’t 
know what results they are going to see. Together, 
we think about the right controls to include for a 
valid experiment, choose what protocol to try, and 
discuss how to troubleshoot problems when things 
don’t work at the bench,” she said. Q

—Becca Manning

Assistant Professor of Biology Jenny Lanni worked with student research assistants Ao “Kevin” Shi ’17 and 
Kathryn Henrikson ’16 last summer studying fin regeneration in zebrafish. The students trimmed the tail fins of 
zebrafish, then photographed and documented the details of their regrowth.

Student research assistant Ethan FitzGerald ’16 
studying fin regeneration in zebrafish
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From 
Wheaton 
to the 
Supreme 
Court
Prosecutor Premila 
“Prem” Burns ’71 
puts victims first

By Laura Pedulli

Victims of crime deserve 
sound legal counsel from 
their attorneys—and also 
basic human compassion.

Premila “Prem” Burns 
’71, an award-winning 
attorney from Baton Rouge, 
La., who has worked on 
some of the country’s 
highest-profile cases, 
strives to offer both. 

The Wheaton alumna has dedicated more 
than four decades to a career in public ser-
vice, working as both a federal and a state 
prosecutor. Burns’s trials are high-visibility 
ones that feature homicide, rape and police 
misconduct. 

Throughout her career, Burns has 
provided legal counsel and forged special 
bonds with victims of crime—including the 
six children of Cpl. Betty Smothers, a police 
officer and single mother murdered in 1993 
in Baton Rouge, La. For that case, she suc-
cessfully convicted the killer. 

“As a family member of a victim of a 
terrible crime, I can say she’s a tremendous 
person and a phenomenal criminal prosecu-
tor. She really puts everything into her cases, 
and she doesn’t hold anything back. She 
deserves every accolade that she’s gotten,” 
said Derrick Green, one of Smothers’s sons.

“Ms. Burns is the same attorney we’ve 
had since day one. Twenty-three years later, 
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she’s still been there. She still calls on our 
birthdays and on our anniversaries,” he said. 

Restoring faith in society
Victims of crime and the survivors of ho-

micide experience unbelievable tragedy. As 
such, it’s vital for the justice system and the 
community to have very ethical, competent 
prosecutors, Burns said. 

“It’s important to be a guide, to carry 
victims of crime through the threshold of 
the process to restore a modicum of faith 
in society and the will to go forward. The 
sigh of relief after the return of a verdict in a 
hard-fought case or a simple hug or word of 
thanks is a far greater reward than any large 
legal fee,” she said.

Her hard work has drawn ample recogni-
tion from her peers. She received the FBI 
director’s excellence award for service to the 
law enforcement community on Sept. 18, 
2014, in Washington, D.C. 

Most recently, in July 2015, the 
Association of Government Attorneys in 
Capital Litigation recognized Burns for out-
standing advocacy in capital cases.

“Prem has dedicated her life and her 
career to speaking for the voiceless victims 
of murder,” said Hillar Moore III, current 
district attorney in Baton Rouge, La., who 
nominated Burns for the outstanding advo-
cacy award. 

“Prem has given much of herself to the 
legal profession, including developing 
Louisiana’s case law on such matters as the 
laws of principals, DNA, post-conviction, 
mental retardation and admissibility of evi-
dence. Her life has modeled for all prosecu-
tors the quality and dedication required to 
reach the pinnacle of the profession as a 
capital litigator,” he said. 

Thanks to her reputation for legal excel-
lence, Burns also has appeared as a special 
guest on a number of television programs. In 

the past two years, she was on NBC and TV 
One to provide comments on the homicide 
of a Louisiana defense attorney, and she 
appeared on the Investigation Discovery 
network for a profile piece on a serial killer 
she convicted.

Shaped by liberal arts
A liberal arts degree from Wheaton 

shaped Burns into a well-rounded, human-
istic professional as she embarked on her 
career in law.

“There is plenty of time in the three and 
one-half years of law school to review the 
fine points of law and then many years of ac-
tual practice. A varied background makes for 
an interesting, well-versed human being with 
societal insight and empathy,” Burns said.

Burns was able to attend Wheaton thanks 
to a generous financial aid package. Her fa-
ther passed away when she was 15, and she 
has worked various jobs since she was 16. 

Premila Burns ’71 broke ground as the first woman in Baton Rouge to prosecute a criminal jury trial.

MARIE CONSTANTIN
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“I learned responsibility and gratitude for 
the confidence placed in me,” she said. “I 
have tried to repay the same in many facets 
of my life, including in my attitude toward 
public service.”

Burns admits that she became “a lawyer in 
spite of myself.” In fact, the idea of becom-
ing an attorney never materialized until after 
she graduated from Wheaton. 

Her future spouse received his doctor-
ate in French at Yale and came to teach at 
Louisiana State University (LSU). “I became 
a faculty wife in foreign languages and felt 
it too uncomfortable to also be a student of 
my spouse’s colleagues. LSU had a good law 
school, so I believe it was God’s intent that I 
become a lawyer, then prosecutor,” she said.

A family friend who helped finance her 
education was a New York entertainment 
attorney. “One of his clients was the famous 
American composer and lyricist Irving 
Berlin. After [the friend] died, I always kept 
an English barrister statue that he kept on his 
desk on mine to remind me of the ethics and 
the importance of law,” she said.

Decades since graduating from Wheaton 
with a degree in French studies, “I still love 
to read Baudelaire out loud in French, espe-
cially ‘L’invitation au Voyage.’”

Trailblazer
Throughout her career, Burns has made her 

mark as a trailblazer for women in the law. 
 “When I began practicing in Baton Rouge 

in 1974, women, especially New Yorkers, 

were an anomaly in the courtroom,” said 
Burns, who grew up in New York City.

Her first legal position was chief of family 
law at the Legal Aid Society of Baton Rouge. 
After a year, she joined the East Baton Rouge 
Parish District Attorney’s (DA) Office as a 
family law prosecutor, and, over the years, 
she took on positions with greater and 
greater responsibility—eventually assuming 
the roles of section chief, first assistant to the 
DA and chief of litigation. 

At the beginning, Burns practiced in crimi-
nal non-support and juvenile areas but in-
sisted on being transferred to criminal cases. 

In September 1977, she became the first 
female in the history of the capital and pos-
sibly the state to prosecute a criminal jury 
trial, she said. “The jury was out 14 minutes 
in a difficult case my boss was willing to ac-
cept as a misdemeanor plea.” 

She soon earned a reputation for avoid-
ing plea bargains. “If someone else felt a 
case was too difficult to handle, I wanted to 
review it. The only reason someone should 
be on the street is if they are acquitted, not 
because the district attorney was afraid of a 
trial loss,” she said.

Eventually, Burns became the first female 
criminal section chief, and, from 2008 to 
2014, she served as the first female first as-
sistant to two state administrations. 

“Being a female was actually an asset. I was 

respected for my very hard work by the judge 
and jurors. Also, because I handled high-
visibility cases, I often appeared on local and 
national television, becoming a community 
face and advocate for victims,” Burns said. 

In January 2015, she officially retired as 
first assistant to the DA, but now serves as 
special counsel within the DA’s office. In 
this role, she continues to handle the post-
conviction of capital murder cases.

Doug Moreau—former district attorney 
with whom Burns worked for 18 years and 
also knew as a judge while she was a crimi-
nal prosecutor—has watched her career 
blossom over the years. He first met her as a 
classmate at LSU.

“She started at the bottom rung, just like 
everyone else did. But at some point, the fire 
was lit. She just continued to improve and 
improve. She worked her way up because 
she is very thorough, and very committed to 
doing what she’s doing,” Moreau said.

She also broke the glass ceiling, so to 
speak, and many women followed her in 
taking on greater positions of authority in the 
DA’s office, he said. 

Moreau describes Burns as someone who 
was never infatuated with authority and 
power like many of her peers. 

“She handles every case professionally, 
and she is always interested in the victim 
understanding the process,” he said. “The 
most important thing is that she knows who 
she represents. She represents the govern-
ment, of course, but she really represents 
the victim—that is her cause. She is able to 
marry the two in ways others can’t,” he said.

Supreme Court case
Burns has demonstrated her belief in the 

importance of public service as a skilled 
prosecutor in a number of high-profile 
cases. According to her nomination for the 
Association of Government Attorneys in 
Capital Litigation, she has prosecuted more 
than 100 felony jury trials and, over the 
years, has achieved a high conviction rate. 

Her cases include the successful convic-
tion of serial killer Sean Vincent Gillis, who 
stalked, kidnapped, raped, murdered and 
mutilated eight Louisiana women between 
1994 and 2003 in the Baton Rouge area. 

In another case, she convicted three 

Premila Burns, who has prosecuted more than 100 
felony trials, has frequently appeared on local news 
stations to comment on high-profile cases.
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Colombia hit men from the Medellín cartel, 
who murdered drug smuggler turned federal 
witness Adler Berriman “Barry” Seal. For 
that case, she personally secured three life 
sentences. The books Kings of Cocaine and 
The Man Who Made It Snow, the movie 
Doublecrossed and next year’s Tom Cruise 
film, Mena, all feature the murder and trial.

Also, during the past 23 years, she has 
litigated the cases of a number of individu-
als, including that of Cpl. Smothers—the first 
female police officer killed in Baton Rouge.

This case ended up taking Burns all the 
way to the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Smothers, a 36-year-old single mom of 
six—including former National Football 
League Tampa Bay Buccaneers and Atlanta 
Falcons running back Warrick Dunn—was 
gunned down as she escorted a grocery 
store manager to make a bank deposit in 
Baton Rouge. At the time, she was working a 
second job as a private security officer. 

The murderer, Kevan Brumfield, was sen-
tenced to death for the crime—but this deci-

sion was amended when the Supreme Court 
held, in Atkins v. Virginia, that the Eighth 
Amendment prohibits the execution of the 
intellectually disabled. According to court 
documents, Brumfield had an IQ of 75, read 
at a fourth-grade level, had been prescribed 
numerous medications and was treated at 
psychiatric hospitals as a child. 

Burns argued Dunn’s case, Brumfield 
v. Cain, before the U.S. Supreme Court in 
March 30, 2015—arguing that the death 
penalty was the correct punishment in the 
case of Brumfield. The case is featured in 
Dunn’s book, Running for My Life. 

While the verdict was not in her favor, 
presenting her case in front of the highest 
court in the country was a monumental op-
portunity and honor, she said. 

Looking back on the case, Derrick Green, 
Smothers’s son, said that from day one, Burns 
was helpful and constantly kept his family 
informed of the latest news on the case. 

“It was a tragic situation at the time. I 
didn’t know who Ms. Burns was because I 
was young,” Green said. “As I’ve gotten to 
know her as a person over the years, we’ve 
become real close.” 

While Burns is known for her seriousness 
in pursuing justice, Green said over the years 
he’s seen her relaxed, personable side and 
admires her strength of character. Her confi-
dence and commitment are what win cases, 
Green said.

“She’s in it for the right reasons. She’s in 
it with 100 percent commitment. Victims’ 
families can rest assured; if [Burns] got their 
case, she’ll continue to fight until she wins,” 
Green said.

He said he was excited for her when she 
got to argue his family’s case before the 
Supreme Court. “Most lawyers don’t get to 
do that. For her to accomplish that, it was 
great. My family truly has the utmost respect 
for her,” he said.

Former District Attorney Moreau praised 
her performance at the highest court. “She 
got to go into the arena, where your oppo-
nent is the lion, and she was as committed 
as she always was. It was a great experi-
ence. She did a wonderful job represent-
ing the interests of the state of Louisiana,” 
Moreau said. Q
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Premila Burns retired in January 2015 as first assistant to the DA but continues as a special prosecutor to 
handle the post-conviction of capital murder cases—including the one that took her to the Supreme Court.
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Homegrown champion
Judith Garcia ’13 elected to Chelsea City Council 
Growing up in Chelsea, Mass., Judith Garcia ’13 
played in an empty lot littered with used syringes 
and trash.

“My friends and I called it ‘War Zone,’” she says. 
It was not an optimal playground, but it was better 
than the city’s parks, which were ruled by gangs, 
she says. “At an early age, I wondered why we had 
no access to small things like parks.”

That wonder grew into a passion for com-
munity service, culminating in her recent 
election to Chelsea’s City Council, repre-
senting the Fifth District. With virtually zero 
political experience, she was the top vote-
getter in the city’s primary (unseating the 
incumbent) and won the general election 
with 60 percent of the vote.

It was a historic election, with Latinos 
taking six of the 11 council seats, balancing 
what had historically been a mostly non-
Latino council in a predominantly Latino 
city. Garcia was pleased with the outcome.

“We want to make sure this new leadership 
is representative and authentic of the people 
we’re serving,” she told the Boston Globe.

At Wheaton College, Garcia fed her inter-
est in cities and urban 
planning, designing a 
major in urban studies 
that provided valuable 
experience for her cur-
rent work.

She chose the col-
lege, she says, because 
of its strong international 
focus and opportunities 
to work closely with professors. She studied 
in Germany and South Africa, and during 
an internship in the Middle East worked side 
by side with engineers and planners on the 
construction of a highway connecting Oman 
and Dubai.

“I learned critical thinking at Wheaton,” 
she says.

Early on, her professors recognized 
Garcia’s distinct gifts. Her advisor, Associate 
Professor of Economics Russell Williams, 
calls her a bridge builder. “She has the abil-

ity to communicate genuinely with a 
wide range of people.”

Professor of Sociology John Grady 
recalls her good-natured debates 
in his “Society, Technology and the 
Environment” class. “She was always 
astute and insightful.”

With her many international experi-
ences, it would seem logical for Garcia 
to relocate, but her focus remains on 
Chelsea. “I always thought, ‘How 
could I take the lessons I learned 
abroad, and bring them back home?’”

To that end, she launched her 
grass-roots campaign last August, 
knocking on doors and listening to 
the concerns of her neighbors. “I wasn’t 

just trying to get votes. I 
wanted to find out how 
I could address needs,” 
she says.

The daughter of a 
single mother who emi-
grated from Honduras 
to work in a Chelsea 
factory, Garcia empa-
thizes with the struggles 

her neighbors experience. “I want to be their 
voice,” she says.

She tells the story of a pregnant neighbor 
who couldn’t find a parking space in her 
neighborhood. “If you’re eight months preg-
nant, and you have to walk five blocks away 
from your house just to get home, your qual-
ity of life is impacted, and that’s important,” 
she says.

Garcia plans to spend her time on the 
council focusing on attainable goals. “No 
one is looking for miracles,” she says. “They 

want things like traffic lights at busy inter-
sections and recycling bins.”

In 2010, Garcia volunteered on Chelsea’s 
Trash Task Force to help re-create a sustain-
able method to dispose of trash and enforce 
a recycling program.

Gang violence is another concern. “[Gang 
members] are running away from the 
corruption and the violence in their own 
countries—how do we provide them with 
counseling?” she asks.

Improving the quality of life for others 
extends to her 9-to-5 job as well. Garcia is 
a counselor for Health Care for All, helping 
to make quality health care available to all 
Massachusetts residents.

Looking forward, she hopes to inspire 
other millennials to get involved in local 
government and politics. “The demographic 
is changing, and we need young leaders to 
bring their ideas to the table.” Q

—Mary Howard ’85

With virtually zero political 

experience, she was the 

top vote-getter in the city’s 

primary (unseating the 

incumbent) and won the 

general election with 60 

percent of the vote.
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http://wheatoncollege.edu/faculty/profiles/russell-williams/
http://wheatoncollege.edu/faculty/profiles/john-grady/
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Working in the White House
Alum lands D.C. internship, Clinton campaign job

For a political science major, a White 
House internship is what Alex Butcher-
Nesbitt ’15 refers to as “the Holy Grail” 
of opportunities.

He spent his first summer after Wheaton 
working in the White House Office of 
Public Engagement and Intergovernmental 
Affairs (OPE/IGA), with support 
from a Gertrude Adams Professional 
Development Fellowship. The office is the 
first point of contact for anyone looking to 
engage with the Obama administration.

Participating in the White House 
Internship Program had been a longtime 
goal of the North Sandwich, N.H., native, 
and it was one he was able to achieve with 
help from two alumnae/i—Gabriel “Gabe” 
Amo ’10 and Amanda DeGroff ’12, who 
both have worked in the White House.

Butcher-Nesbitt’s job involved a lot of writ-
ing as well as copy editing of speeches and 
blogs for senior White House officials, orga-
nizing events and coordinating staff travel.

“I also worked directly for our office’s 
‘paper deputy,’ the person who serves as the 
conduit for all ‘POTUS Paper’—memos and 
other missives headed for the president’s 
desk,” he said. “This meant that each week 
I got to edit our office’s update memos to 
the president and his chief of staff, as well 
as any other briefing memos from OPE/IGA 
staff members for the president’s review.”

One of the most challenging parts of the 
job was speechwriting, which Butcher-
Nesbitt—who served as editor-in-chief of 
the Wheaton Wire—found surprising.

“Speechwriting involves much more than 
sitting down with a pen or a keyboard and 
writing whatever comes into your head. It 
involves a great deal of preparation, from 
research of past speeches and remarks, to 
review of administration talking points, to a 
distinct understanding of the cadence and 
voice and style of speaking of the person for 
whom you are writing,” he said.

He left the internship with a new respect 
for speechwriting and a better understand-
ing of the opportunities available to him.

“OPE/IGA does a lot of work with pri-
vate organizations, working to further the 
president’s policies with similar methods of 
engagement and communication conducted 
through private channels not bound by the 
legal and staffing restrictions of government 
offices,” he said. “Just because I’m not work-
ing in government doesn’t mean I can’t work 
on issues in a meaningful way that will still 
assist the government in doing its job.”

After his internship ended, Butcher-
Nesbitt remained in Washington, D.C., 
working for a communications firm on a 
project designed to build support, par-
ticularly among the pro-Israel and Jewish 
communities, for the United States’ nuclear 
agreement with Iran.

In October 2015, he started a new job 
as a political organizer, working on Hillary 
Clinton’s 2016 presidential campaign in Iowa. 
Again, Butcher-Nesbitt was able to work his 
Wheaton connections—friend Adin Lenchner 
’12 is also working on the Clinton campaign 
in Iowa and helped him get the job.

Looking back on his time at Wheaton, 
Butcher-Nesbitt said the college’s emphasis 
on individual responsibility and accountabil-
ity prepared him well for his internship.

“The White House Internship Program, 
particularly the positions in the OPE/IGA, 
relies on self-starters and independent learn-
ers that are able to pick up new skills quickly 
while inundated with about a million and a 
half tasks due in the next half hour,” he said.

He also credits his alma mater for 
encouraging experiential learning. As an 
undergraduate, Butcher-Nesbitt interned 
in the Office of the Governor of New 
Hampshire, with the Terry McAuliffe for 
Governor Campaign in Virginia, and in the 
college’s Office of Admission.

“Wheaton’s emphasis on internships from 
the first year played a huge role in building 
my resumé,” he said. Q

—Becca Manning

Alex Butcher-Nesbitt ’15, above, in Hillary Clinton’s 
Iowa headquarters, and, left, standing on the White 
House South Lawn during a Fourth of July party.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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The cutting edge of cancer
Stephen Benz ’05 talks genomics with students

Ten years after graduating from Wheaton, 
Stephen Benz ’05 is among a group of 
trailblazing entrepreneurs who are harness-
ing DNA sequencing technology to more 
effectively treat cancer.

In 2001, when Benz was a freshman at 
Wheaton, the Human Genome Project 
international consortium—a U.S.-funded 
collaborative biological project—published 
the first draft and initial analysis of the entire 
human genome sequence.

Inspired by these advances, Benz majored 
in computer science and participated in 
Wheaton’s Genomics Group, which brings 
together students fusing computer science 
and biology in their research. He went on to 
receive his master’s and doctoral degrees in 
biomolecular engineering and bioinformat-
ics from the University of California Santa 
Cruz (UCSC). Now, thanks to funding from a 
private investor, Benz is the co-founder and 
CEO of Five3 Genomics—a Santa Cruz-
based biotech company developing innova-
tive cancer genomics software.

Benz shared his journey with a packed 
classroom of Wheaton students in the Science 
Center during a talk on Oct. 22, 2015.

Cancer deaths have dropped only 5 
percent from 1960 to 2005—compared 
to those from heart disease (64 percent 
decline); stroke (74 percent decline); and 
influenza and pneumonia (58 percent 
decline), according to Benz. Advances in 
personalized medicine—an emerging ap-
proach for disease that takes into account 
individual variability in genes, environment 

and lifestyle—may hold the key to better 
diagnosis and treatment.

In cancer, the mutations of cells go hay-
wire, “breaking the social contract of the 
body,” he said. But through genomic data 
analytics, it’s possible to categorize tumors 
associated with breast cancer, leukemia and 
colon cancer based on the DNA sequences 
of the individual’s normal and cancer cells.

Benz developed some of the core 
software of Five3 Genomics, known as 
Paradigm, as a UCSC graduate student. This 
technology is used to understand which 
molecular pathways are affected by the 
genetic changes in a patient’s cancer cells. 
The company developed visualization tools 
to present the complex genome analysis in 
a user-friendly manner. This information can 
help guide therapeutic decisions in clinical 
settings, or help drug companies identify 
new targets for drug development, he said.

Professor of Computer Science Mark 
LeBlanc invited Benz to his COMP/BIO 242 
“DNA” class to serve as an example to stu-
dents of where their studies could take them.

“Students often see their homework as 
just that, homework to be graded, without 
meaning. Here is a student who showed 
them his life’s work that is a direct conse-
quence of his undergraduate and graduate 
work,” said LeBlanc, who had Benz as a 
student in his computer science courses. 
“In my DNA course, the students and I are 
thinking about personalized medicine as we 
learn to write software to search through 
DNA. And here was someone—a Wheatie, 
no less—who has made personalized medi-
cine his career mission.”

Aubrie Soucy ’16, a bioinformatics major, 
said she really enjoyed Benz’s talk. “Hearing 
about his successes in the fields of bioinfor-
matics and genomics was very exciting for 
me, as someone who is looking to pursue a 
career in this space next year,” she said.

“It was really inspirational to hear about 
how much he has accomplished since leaving 
Wheaton. We need more people like Steve 
out there who are investing their time and 
intelligence in the right place,” she added.

For Benz, a liberal arts degree from 
Wheaton served him well when it was time 
for the company to choose the CEO of Five3 
Genomics. His colleagues and graduate 
school collaborators—experts in engineer-
ing and genomics—all looked to him to take 
the helm of the company.

“Everyone pointed at me,” he said. “The 
education I got enabled me to do that. My 
degree exposed me to so many fields and 
allows me to be a jack-of-all trades.” Q

—Laura Pedulli

KEITH NORDSTROM
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Encore
Dancer Caitlin Kennedy Foley ’98 returns to choreograph

It has been 17 years 
since Caitlin Kennedy 
Foley ’98 was a member 
of the Wheaton Dance 
Company, but she can 
still kick her leg high 
over her head and 
leap like a gazelle as 
effortlessly as she walks 
across the dance floor in 
Balfour-Hood.

Her physicality and 
artistry were on full 
display in fall 2015 
as she worked with 
the 10 members of 
the Wheaton Dance 
Company. Foley’s 
original choreography 
was performed during 
the company’s show in 
December in Weber 
Theatre. (Her work with 
the dance company was 
sponsored by the Ruth Eddy ’42 Master Class 
in the Arts Endowed Fund within the Evelyn 
Danzig Haas ’39 Visiting Artists Program.)

The three-minute piece, called “Ruby 
Blue” (after the song by Roisin Murphy), was 
a fun jazz number carried out with quick 
leaps and turns and lots of sass—the kind 
of unsuspectingly demanding number that 
Foley is drawn to as a dancer.

“I teach very similarly to how I dance or 
used to dance,” she said. “I have very high 
expectations. I expect dancers to try their 
best and be smart. As long as I see them 
dancing to their fullest potential, I am their 
biggest supporter, and I will do whatever it 
takes to help them perfect their craft.”

When Foley was a student at Wheaton, 
she practically lived in the dance studio. She 
was in the dance company all four years and 
choreographed during her junior and senior 
years as co-captain. She also worked with 
Professor of Dance Cheryl Mrozowski nearly 
every day as her assistant all four years as a 
work-study student.

One evening in September, it seemed like 
old times in the dance studio—but in re-
verse—as Foley ran through her choreogra-

phy with the students for the first time while 
Mrozowski looked on from the front of the 
room, offering advice when asked.

“Cheryl was my biggest cheerleader 
when I was dancing or choreographing,” 
said Foley. “Confidence is the best gift you 
could provide a student, and that is what 
Cheryl gave to me and still gives me today. 
She has the ability to give you construc-
tive criticism without making you feel bad 
about yourself.”

The admiration is mutual.
“Caitlin’s work has always been fun for 

the dancers to dance as well as a feast for 
the eyes in the audience,” said Mrozowski. 
“It is so great to have her back in the studio, 
and wonderful for the dancers to have the 
opportunity to work with her and do her 
piece. It is great for us to collaborate again 
and share this process together.”

Foley, a busy mother of three girls (ages 
4, 8 and 10), majored in Italian studies with 
a minor in secondary education. Currently, 
she divides her time teaching fourth grade 
at Lincoln Street School in Northborough, 
Mass., and teaching and choreograph-
ing at Sally McDermott Dance Centers in 

Auburn, Mass., where she taught dance 
for four years even before graduating from 
Wheaton.

Foley has been dancing since the day her 
mother signed her up for a class at age 2 1/2. 
By the time Foley arrived at Wheaton as a 
freshman, she had won many regional and 
national dance competitions.

There was no dance major at Wheaton 
when she was a student, but “Wheaton gave 
me a new outlook on dance,” said Foley. 
“The Wheaton Dance Company taught 
me that dance is not about trophies; it is 
about developing your dance technique and 
performance skills. I learned as much from 
the professional choreographers and Cheryl 
Mrozowski as I did from the professors in 
the classroom.” Q

—Sandy Coleman

More online
Watch a video of Kennedy in action online at whea-
toncollage.edu/quarterly/2016/04/15/encore

Caitlin Kennedy Foley ’98 is sharing lessons learned 
with the next generation of dancers, including Bridgette 
D’Arcangelo ’19 (right, green shorts), a new dance 
company member whom Foley has taught at an Auburn, 
Mass., center since D’Arcangelo was in sixth grade.

KEITH NORDSTROM

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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Upcoming Deadlines

Fall 2016:  June 24, 2016
Winter 2017:  Sept. 20, 2016
Spring 2017:  Jan. 5, 2017
Summer 2017 March 10, 2017

These deadlines apply to class 
secretaries and their columns. 
Submissions from classmates should 
be made directly to class secretaries 
before these deadlines. 

We cannot guarantee the 
publication of class notes received 
after the deadline as production 
schedules and resources require 
strict deadline compliance.

Photo Guidelines

Traditional photographic prints 
(made from a negative) or digital 
photos can be submitted to the 
Quarterly for publication. 

Tips for Digital Photos

• In general, digital photos should be 
taken on the highest-quality setting.
• Digital photos should be 4 x 6 
inches or larger and 300 dpi. 
• Save the photo as a TIFF or JPEG 
and email it as an attachment to 
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu.

How to Submit Class Notes

Email: Email your notes to  
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu. 
(Subject line: Class Notes “year”)

By fax: (508) 286-8228

By post: Yes, the postperson is still 
welcome at our door. You may mail 
columns or your news to:

Class Notes 
Wheaton Quarterly 
Wheaton College 
Norton, MA 02766 

Questions? 

We are here to help tackle any 
questions, concerns or problems 
that come up as you work on your 
class notes. 
News about members of classes 
that are not listed or do not have a 
class secretary may be submitted to 
the Wheaton Quarterly, preferably 
by email.

CLASS NOTES

Stay connected to the latest 
Wheaton news
Join us on 

  Facebook.com/WheatonCollege 

and follow us on Twitter  

 @wheaton

Guidelines

KEEP UP WITH
WHEATON
SUBSCRIBE TO Wheaton Week 

THE EMAIL NEWSLETTER
wheatoncollege.edu/news/wheaton-week-subscribe

FEATURING: The latest on student activities and achievements, 
faculty teaching and scholarship, alumnae/i news,  

athletics updates, and college events and programs

Vermont’s rising star
Jared Duval ’05 recognized for work

Vermont Business Magazine has 
named Jared Duval ’05 a “Rising 
Star.” The Rising Star recognition 
award calls out young profession-
als under the age of 40 in Vermont 
who demonstrate a commitment 
to business growth, professional 
excellence and involvement in 
their communities. Duval is the 
economic development director 
for the state. He says his liberal 
arts education at Wheaton has 
helped him succeed, providing an 
important foundation to his career 
in public service, policy work and 

economic develop-
ment. “Anyone who 
works in the field of 
economic develop-
ment benefits from 
broad interdisciplin-
ary preparation, 
including econom-
ics, politics and be-
havioral psychology, 
to name just a few,” 
he said. “Questioning assump-
tions and thinking critically are 
vital in this job because economic 
development can mean so many 

different things to dif-
ferent people.  What 
one person thinks 
might be good for 
growth another may 
see as undermining 
the foundational 
qualities that make 
a community an 
attractive place to 
live and work in the 

first place.” In Vermont, Duval 
focuses specifically on the green 
economy and the state’s working 
landscape. He also does original 
research and writing, and pub-
lished a book in 2010 called Next 
Generation Democracy: What the 
Open-Source Revolution Means 
for Power, Politics and Change. At 
Wheaton, Duval double majored 
in political science and econom-
ics, and received honors for his 
senior thesis on global warming 
in the context of U.S. politics. He 
went on to receive a master’s of 
philosophy from the University of 
Cambridge and a master’s degree 
in public affairs in domestic policy 
from Princeton University. “I be-
lieve that so many of the analytical 
and leadership skills I honed at 
Wheaton, from the importance of 
establishing definitional clarity, to 
questioning underlying, unspoken 
assumptions and being willing to 
raise sometimes uncomfortable 
criticisms—especially when those 
criticisms represent a minority 
opinion—help me to better serve 
Vermont and its residents,” Duval 
said.

—Laura Pedulli 
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A muse of her own making
Abigail Schachner ’93 celebrates self-expression onstage

Nothing thrills Abigail “Abby” Schachner 
’93 more than creativity and self-expression. 
(And forming random rhymes when the 
inspiration seizes her.) 

Schachner is an artist who has written and 
performed more than 12 solo stage shows. 
One recent show, Schachner vs. Schachner, 
received multiple accolades along the fringe 
theater circuit, including awards for best 
solo show, best female performance and 
the audience award. The 45-minute show 
explores family, identity and attempted 
homicide. 

“There are a lot of storytelling shows 
around, and I always found myself grappling 
with my little family secret,” she said. “I was 
told never to talk about my life, yet I wanted 
to slip it in almost everything without expla-
nation, and some things warrant an explana-
tion … if only for yourself.”

Generally, her performances are very per-
sonal and open, “but in a way that feels safe 
for me,” she said. She considers Schachner vs. 
Schachner as the most “true” she’s ever been. 

Schachner first discovered a love of     
theater at a young age, but had a lot of fear 
and didn’t get cast too often, she said.

In college, however, she not only had 
a chance to perform—but to develop her 
own sketches and show. “At Wheaton, I had 
discovered that I loved writing, I was good 
at it, I needed to do it, I was excited about 
doing it, and I developed an independent 
project that allowed me to create a show,” 
she said.

As a senior, she put on the production 
The Body Piece, which candidly explored 
her experience with an eating disorder she 
developed at 14.

“I created a show that packed the audito-
rium and had five or six really brave and tal-
ented women in it,” she said. “I advertised 
on paper plates around the campus, and I 

remember wearing a blazer to make myself 
feel official. I probably ought to wear more 
blazers,” she said.

The experience ended up serving her 
well years later, as it helped her successfully 
obtain a Friday night slot at Second City, a 
cutting-edge and well-regarded theater in 
Chicago. 

 “Then, by chance—or by design, who 
knows? I started creating solo shows,” she 
said. “Hey, that rhymes!” 

At that time, she took The Body Piece and 
created songs and new pieces and changed 
the name to PLATE and did the performance 
on her own. “After that, I would sometimes 
get dates, three weeks away, and write 
45-minute shows on themes,” she said. 

With the success of “Schachner vs. 
Schachner,” something else was unlocked in 
her: a love of creating for children, she said. 
Her most recent creation is an all-rhyming, 
mostly-for-kids show called U and Me and 
My Best Friend P.

“That’s my number-one passion, by the 
way, writing for kids. I’m finally going to 
start sharing that passion, because it’s burst-

ing to come out,” she said. 
Looking back, Schachner says Wheaton 

helped her to develop as an individual. “I 
became an art history major because of 
Professor Leslie Brubaker—who was so 
dynamic and just the type of performer I 
wanted to be. As time went on, I started 
making up songs about the artists, such as 
“The Caravaggio Song” and a little ditty 
about mosaics, and I’d sing them in class. 
Only problem was, when I had to give a 
traditional speech, I cowered,” she said.

Schachner also took a creative writing 
class her freshman year that allowed her to 
share her views in an artful way. 

“Having a place to share my rage and my in-
nocence and confusion and all that other jazz 
was one more brick on the path,” she said.

Learn more about Schachner’s perfor-
mances and her art at yourfriendabby.com.

—Laura Pedulli

http://yourfriendabby.com/
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Coming full circle
Meghan Conley Peterson 
’99 consistently seeks out 
opportunities to build con-
nections with others—no 
matter what field she works 
in.

Throughout her career, 
she has thrived building 
strong relationships with 
clients, including during her 
four years working at a ma-
jor finance firm and during her 
near decade as a mental health 
therapist at a social services 
agency. Her recent endeavor 
of establishing her own private 
therapy practice in Boston’s 
financial district bridges these 
worlds.

As a student at Wheaton, 
Peterson double majored in psy-
chology and Hispanic studies. 

 “I was interested in how 
people think and why we do 
what we do,” she said of her 
desire to study psychology.

She pursued a degree in 
Hispanic studies to improve her 
Spanish-speaking and liter-
ary skills and take advantage 
of a study abroad opportunity 
in Cordoba, Spain, during her 
junior year. 

Also, “I find that speaking 
another language increases the 
opportunity for connection and 
service to others,” she said. 

Peterson developed an inter-
est in finance during her senior 
year, and explored that through 
a January internship at Mellon 
provided through Susan Looney 
’87. After completing one 
year as an AmeriCorps mem-
ber for the National Civilian 
Community Corps, for which 
she worked on six projects 
in communities of need, she 

circled back to Mellon.
“I reached back out to Susan 

[Looney] and she connected 
me with Cynthia Burt Dorman 
’86, who hired me within the 
trust and custody department,” 
Peterson said. After completing 
an initial project in the trust and 
custody department, she trans-
ferred to her professional home 
of four years: the private wealth 
management department.

While at Mellon, Peterson 
realized her favorite part of the 
job: connecting with others. 

She attended Boston College’s 
School of Social Work for two 
years, and joined Catholic 
Charities’ Labouré Center in 
South Boston as an outpatient 
mental health therapist. In this 
role, her Spanish-speaking skills 
have come in handy, as some 
of her clients speak Spanish as 
their first language, she said.  

“As a therapist, I most enjoy 
building the human connection; 
letting the person tell their story; 
offering empathy; witnessing 
relief that there is a resource for 
the challenge; and developing a 
working relationship where trust 
can be established for progress 
to be made. To provide support 
to someone who is on the path 
of self-improvement is an honor,” 
she said.

Now, Peterson is taking steps 
to establish her own practice. 
In this new endeavor, she is 
applying what she learned 
both at Mellon and at Catholic 
Charities. 

“From Mellon, I apply my 
knowledge of corporate culture, 
as most of the private clients 
I see in the financial district 
are working in the neighbor-
hood,” she said. “From Catholic 
Charities, I rely on my outpatient 
mental health therapy experi-
ence, including assessment and 
treatment, but also knowledge 
of family systems, child develop-
ment, and the impact of addic-
tion and recovery.” 

Peterson never charted out 
a career path, but has been 
“feeling” her way through it, she 
said. She has relied on her lib-
eral arts education at Wheaton 
to guide her. 

“I feel that liberal arts require-
ments can’t help but make 

someone relatable and more 
empathic to another person’s 
perspective,” she said.

Peterson offers the follow-
ing advice to those considering 
a second act: “Think about 
what fulfills you and then 
discern what qualities about 
that specifically excite you. If 
you apply those qualities to 
an occupational field, where 
would you land? Given those 
fields, what skills and experi-
ence do you already have to 
assist you in those areas? Seek 
additional classes, certifications 
and volunteer work to supple-
ment your qualifications and 
network,” she said.

—Laura Pedulli

Life is a work in progress. 
Sometimes the career path is a 
meandering adventure. This 
story is part of our occasional 
ongoing series featuring alums who 
have rethought their ways forward.
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Good principals
Married alums both lead Massachusetts middle schools

If 15 years ago husband and wife Timothy 
“Timmy” Allen ’00 and Nikcole “Della” 
Allen ’01 had been told that they both 
would end up as middle school principals, 
they wouldn’t have believed it.

“We were both interested in working with 
kids, but neither of us was sure enough of 
our path to actually do student teaching at 
Wheaton,” Timmy said. “So while we both 
thought we’d end up in education, the fact 
that we have the exact same job definitely 
was not the plan.”

The couple first met at Wheaton when 
Timmy was a sophomore and Della was 
a freshman. A friendship between the two 
took off when Della switched her dorm 
room, ending up adjacent to Timmy’s room 
in Meadows North.

The students had plenty in common. Both 
were student-athletes—Timmy as a player 
and eventual captain of the men’s basketball 
team and Della as a player on the women’s 
soccer team. Also, they both majored in psy-
chology and enjoyed working with children.

Now, many years later, Timmy and 
Della are married, and they are the parents 
of two young children. They both enjoy 
successful careers in education administra-
tion as principals at two middle schools, 
one in Longmeadow and the other in East 
Longmeadow—both suburbs of Springfield in 
western Massachusetts. 

The couple took different routes to get there. 
Timmy, who always loved the side of psychol-
ogy that focuses on understanding children, 
earned his master’s degree in developmental 
psychology from Columbia University. “I 
quickly realized that I wanted to be more on 
the practitioner side than the researcher side, 
so education became a natural fit,” he said.

As principal at Birchland Park Middle 
School, he works to ensure that students are 
learning in a physically and emotionally safe 
environment so teachers can deliver high-
level instruction and students are learning at 
all times, he said. 

“I love working with the middle school 

population because it is such a challenging 
time of life,” he said. “I worked in urban 
education for over 10 years and I am in my 
third year of suburban education. Although 
there are huge differences, in both environ-
ments the young adolescents really need 
adults who can help them navigate the 
many challenges of this time period.”

Della, on the other hand, began her 
career as a special education teacher at an 
urban alternative high school for six years 
before going back to school to receive her 
master’s degree in school leadership. 

During graduate school, she moved to an 
urban high school to teach for another two 
years while completing her practicum work. 
From there, she started as an assistant prin-
cipal before taking on the role of principal at 
Glenbrook Middle School.

“What I like most about working with 
middle school students is how fun they are. 
We can be upset with them and then laugh-
ing with them in a matter of minutes. Middle 
school is where students really start to mold 
themselves, physically, socially and academ-
ically. Every day is a roller coaster and that 
makes work fun,” Della said. 

Timmy and Della both say they ben-
efited from their liberal arts education at 
Wheaton—and named a number of profes-
sors who helped shape their professional 

and personal development. 
Timmy said psychology professor Paul 

Sprosty, Professor Emeritus of Psychology Derek 
Price and Assistant Professor of Psychology 
Terry McCandies all pushed him in his thinking 
and learning, enabling him to develop impor-
tant leadership skills. “I loved the process of 
learning at Wheaton and I will always value 
greatly my experience there,” he said.

For Della, women’s soccer coach Luis 
Reis taught her the importance of making 
every day count and holding oneself to a 
high expectation, she said. Also, “[former] 
Assistant Professor of Psychology Terry 
McCandies really pushed me to expand my 
thinking, to believe in myself, and to always 
challenge myself to do my best,” she said. 

Della and Timmy share a professional 
title, but still find time to learn from each 
other’s unique strengths.

“So while I have always asked him a lot 
about the job and about the leadership 
component, he has always leaned on me for 
support in the suburban environment, as well 
as with special education programs and law,” 
Della said. “We definitely have a good bal-
ance and are able to help each other a lot.”  

—Laura Pedulli
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1937
Elizabeth Miller passed away on Dec. 
2, 2015. Elizabeth was a resident of 
Fitzwilliam, N.H., at the time of her 
passing. 

1938
Jane Woodman Chapin, 98, died 
on Nov. 2, 2015. She was born in 
Westbrook, Mass. She graduated from 
Wheaton with a bachelor’s degree in 
history. Jane was an apprentice teacher 
at the Rivers School in Brookline, 
Mass., and the Shady Hill School 
in Cambridge, Mass. Jane and her 
husband, Edward, both taught at Shady 
Hill School, and later moved to Buffalo, 
N.Y. After retiring, the couple lived in 
Westbrook, briefly, and then in Bath, 
Maine. Jane moved to the Highlands 
in Topsham, Maine, after the death of 
her husband, and then to Hill House in 
Bath for the last years of her life.

1941
Jane Tayloe Janus, born in Memphis, 
Tenn., died on Oct. 16, 2015, in Tulsa, 
Okla. Jane attended Wheaton and grad-
uated from the University of Oklahoma. 
She was an enthusiastic golfer and 
bridge player. She volunteered 
for more than 50 years at St. John 
Hospital and also for the American 
Red Cross, Neighbor for Neighbor and 
Southminster Presbyterian Church.

1943
Priscilla Wales Trezise, 93, of 
Monument Beach and North Andover, 
Mass., died on Nov. 9, 2015. She and 
her husband, Frederick, had been mar-
ried for more than 68 years. Priscilla 
was born in Brockton, Mass. Since 
childhood, Priscilla spent her summers 
at her family home in Monument 
Beach, Cape Cod. She and her husband 
loved to travel, but no place was more 
precious to Priscilla than her porch 
at Monument Beach looking out at 
Phinney’s Harbor. 

1944
Mary Clute Lyon, 93, of Pittsford, N.Y., 
passed away on March 10, 2015. Mary, 
a social worker, facilitated adoptions 
for the Hillside Children’s Center in 
Rochester, N.Y. For more than four 
decades, she served as a counselor and 
board member for Planned Parenthood 
in Rochester, N.Y., and in Charleston, 
S.C. In 2010, Planned Parenthood rec-
ognized her with the Margaret Hayes 
Baum “Miggie” Award, the agency’s 
highest honor for distinguished service. 
She received similar accolades from 
the Hillside Children’s Center, winning 
an “Excellence in Adoption” award 
in 2005, and Wheaton’s Alumnae/i 
Achievement Award. Her marriage to 
John Lyon spanned 53 years. 

1946
Caroline Porter Coon, of Harrisonburg 
and Headwaters, Va., died on Jan. 
4, 2016. She was married to Richard 
Power Coon. Caroline graduated from 
Wheaton with a bachelor’s degree 
in history. She received a master’s 
degree in South Asian studies from 
the University of Virginia. Caroline 
was employed by Future Magazine 
in New York and by University 
Hospitals in Cleveland, as well as by 
the Waynesboro Public Schools and 
the Charleston Historic Foundation in 
South Carolina. She was co-owner of 
one of the first enclosed retail shops 
in the historic Charleston market. 
She volunteered extensively in health 
services and historic preservation. In 
Waynesboro, Va., she was a member 
of First Presbyterian Church, where 
she was a youth counselor. She was 
president of the Friends of the Library 
and active in the American Association 
of University Women. 

1947
Mary “Meg” Dutton Hodges, of 
Wellesley, Mass., died on Dec. 22, 
2015. She was married to Stanley 
Hodges for 51 years. After graduating 
from Wheaton, she earned two gradu-
ate degrees from Boston University in 
education and psychology. She stayed 
home with her children, and returned 
to her profession, beginning a new 
career at age 50 as a school psycholo-
gist. She retired from the Framingham 
Public Schools at age 72. Following 
retirement, she served on the board 
of the Wellesley Historical Society. 
She managed the Good Citizen Award 
program with the DAR for more than 10 
years. Meg was an avid bridge player 
and golfer. 

Esther Seferian, 89, died Aug. 22, 
2015, at the Sawtelle Family Hospice 
House in Reading, Mass., after a long 
struggle with pulmonary fibrosis. Born 
in Boston, she grew up in Rhode Island. 
After her marriage, she moved to 
Winchester, Mass., where she was ac-
tive in the Winchester Garden Club and 
the Winchester En Ka Society.

1948 
Priscilla Dattman Bleke, 88, passed 
away on Jan. 20, 2016. She was born 
in Milton, Mass. She was preceded 
in death by her husband, Robert. She 
received her bachelor’s degree in 
psychology from Wheaton, her master’s 
degree in psychology from Smith 
College, and her Ph.D. in psychol-
ogy from Duke University. She taught 
psychology at Smith College and at 
Emory University. In 1970, she founded 
her own firm of educational consul-
tants, Priscilla D. Bleke & Associates, in 

Atlanta. Her firm specialized in finding 
boarding schools and treatment centers 
for children and young adults. Her firm 
was the first of its kind in the Southeast 
and, at the time, one of four in the U.S. 
She was active in a variety of civic and 
professional groups, particularly the 
Episcopal Church. Upon her retirement, 
in 1990, she and her husband lived part 
time in Cashiers, N.C. In 2000, they 
moved from Atlanta to the Deerfield 
Retirement Community in Asheville but 
continued to summer in Cashiers.

Consuelo Eames Hanks, 87, passed 
away on Dec. 1, 2015. She was born 
in Boothbay Harbor, Maine. She was 
married to Ted Hanks for 52 years. 
She received a baccalaureate degree 
from the Lycée Francais de New 
York and graduated from Wheaton. 
Consuelo was one of Maine’s 
beloved artists. She illustrated the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning book Beautiful 
Swimmers: Watermen, Crabs and the 
Chesapeake Bay, written by William 
W. Warner in 1976. For many years, 
she did all of the maritime illustrations 
in the New Yorker magazine. She 
created illustrations for WoodenBoat 
Magazine and, in 1981, was featured 
on the cover of Down East magazine. 
Consuelo’s work has been exhibited 
in many local and national galleries, 
including Mystic Seaport Maritime Art 
Gallery in Mystic, Conn. She received 
the award of excellence for the Mystic 
International Exhibitions in 1987, 1991, 
2004 and 2006. Galleries in Maine in-
cluded Art of the Sea Gallery in South 
Thomaston, Ducktrap in Camden, 
Boothbay Region Art Foundation in 
Boothbay Harbor and the Maine Art 
Gallery in Wiscasset. Her drawings 
and watercolors are in permanent 
collections in the United States and 
Europe. 

Cornelia Buck Key, 88, of Lampasas, 
Texas, died on July 10, 2015, at 
home. Cornelia was born in Elmira, 
N.Y. She graduated from Wheaton 
with a bachelor’s degree in art histo-
ry. Cornelia moved to New York and 
worked for W.J. Sloane department 
store in New York City. She mar-
ried Harry Newton Key Jr., in 1951. 
Cornelia was a Navy wife (active in 
Navy Relief), and traveled to many 
duty stations, including a stint on the 
naval attaché at the London embassy. 
They first moved to Austin, Texas, 
and then Lampasas, Texas, where she 
was involved in community work and 
enjoyed membership in the Thursday 
Luncheon Club, the Central Texas 
Herb Society, the Lampasas Quilt 
Show Board, United Way, Hosts, 
the Brown Bag and Books group, 
Keystone Square Museum, Smith 

Cemetery at School and the Creek 
Cemetery Association. She also was 
an active member of the Presbyterian 
Church in Lampasas. 

1949
Patricia “Patsy” Danser Heinz passed 
away on Jan. 9, 2016, at Juniper Village 
in State College, Pa. Patsy was born 
in Bronx, N.Y. She was married for 
62 years to the late Jack Heinz. She 
attended Wheaton, and met Jack, a 
Brown University senior, on a blind 
date. Hearing-impaired from birth, she 
wore two hearing aids most of her life. 
After her children left home, she and 
Jack lived in Chicago and Philadelphia, 
and then in retirement communities in 
Glen Mills and Audubon, Pa. Jobs over 
the years included Episcopal Church 
secretary, retail sales, Antiquarian 
Society of the Art Institute of Chicago, 
and volunteer work for the PTA, local 
swim club and elections board. Patsy 
moved to State College, Pa., after Jack 
died to be closer to family. 

1954
Mary Jane Denzer died Dec. 16, 
2015, after a long illness. Born in 
New York City, Mary attended Abbott 
Academy and Wheaton before 
she began her career as a fashion 
model at Saks Fifth Avenue. She 
later worked for Diners Club and 
Bergdorf Goodman. In 1979, she 
and a customer launched Denzer 
Moran, a women’s clothing store in 
Mamaroneck, N.Y., and one year later 
opened Mary Jane Denzer Ltd., an 
internationally acclaimed destina-
tion for luxury, couture and designer 
apparel shopping in White Plains, 
N.Y. In 2014, after 20 years at the 
corner of Mamaroneck and Maple 
avenues, Denzer fulfilled her dream 
of opening a shop in Renaissance 
Square, adjacent to the Ritz-Carlton 
in Westchester, N.Y. Denzer was 
predeceased by her husband, Alan 
Denzer. Her philanthropic inter-
ests included Channel 13, National 
Hemophilia Foundation, Pediatric 
Cancer Foundation, Juvenile Diabetes 
Research Foundation, the American 
Heart Association and White Plains 
Hospital.

1956
Aldene Pearsall Helwick, 81, of 
Culpeper, Va., died Nov. 16, 2015, at 
her home. She was predeceased by 
her beloved husband, William. After 
graduating from Wheaton, she received 
her master’s degree in education from 
the University of Virginia. She taught 
elementary grades for five years in 
New York and for 32 years in Culpeper 
County Public Schools. She was a 
member of St. Stephen’s Episcopal 
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Church in Culpeper and served many 
years on the altar guild. She was 
beloved by all who knew her, espe-
cially members of her bridge clubs, her 
friends, her neighbors and her former 
students. 

1960 
Wendy Nickerson Edmonds, 77, of 
Naples, Fla., died on Nov. 2, 2015. 
She was born in New Canaan, Conn. 
Wendy had a passion for art, horti-
culture as a master gardener, fashion 
and design, travel, gourmet food and 
cooking, shopping and philanthropy. 
She was an avid reader and had the 
ability to complete the most challeng-
ing crossword puzzles.

1965
Patricia Moser Shillingburg, 73, passed 
away on Jan. 14, 2016, in Shelter Island, 
N.Y. Patricia was born in Summit, N.J. 
She graduated from Wheaton with a 
bachelor’s degree in Russian history. 
Patricia served on the boards of various 
New Jersey organizations for develop-
mental disabilities, including the New 
Jersey State Board of Human Services. 
Her oldest child, Lillian, was born with 
severe disabilities, and Patricia spent 
more than 20 years championing the 
rights of disabled children and adults 
for education and support services. In 
1980, she founded Our House, Inc., 
to secure single-family homes and 
apartments as residential housing for 
developmentally disabled adults across 
suburban New Jersey. Our House 
has since grown and flourished to 37 
residences and several day programs. 
In the 1980s, she authored a series of 
books to help children and adults use 
computers. In 1999, Patricia and her 
husband, Edward, moved to Shelter 
Island full time, where Edward contin-
ued his law practice and Patricia took 
up the challenge of researching and 
writing local history. 

1974
Hannah “Heidi” Hess, 63, passed away 
Nov. 4, 2015, in Newtown, Pa. Heidi 
attended Tufts University and Wheaton. 
Heidi served as a research scientist at 
Bristol-Meyers Squibb in Princeton, 
N.J., for 15 years. She was an active 
member of the Princeton Ski Club, 
and she enjoyed sailing, travel and the 
outdoors.

Rita Lyles Lucas passed away on Jan. 
25, 2016. Her accomplishments include 
working for the Oregon State Bar, 
Northwest Strategies, Inc., the State 
of Oregon and the City of Portland. 
She graduated from Wheaton with a 
bachelor’s degree in English. She also 
obtained her master’s degree in public 
administration from Harvard University 

and a J.D. from Lewis and Clark 
Northwestern School of Law. Her mem-
berships and civic associations included 
the Oregon State Bar, board of directors 
for the Urban League of Portland, 
Metropolitan Family Service, Planned 
Parenthood, Campfire Boys and Girls 
Club and Center for Community Mental 
Health. 

1976
Marilyn “Mazie” Dowd, 61, of 
Ashland, Mass., unexpectedly passed 
away in her sleep on Dec. 15, 2015. 
Mazie was born in Worcester, Mass. 
She earned her undergraduate degree 
in music from Wheaton and her mas-
ter’s degree in music education from 
North Michigan University. Mazie then 
returned home and began a career 
in teaching in the Dover-Sherborn 
School District, where she taught for 
30 years before retiring this past spring. 
During her life, Mazie performed in 
plays, bands and was a choir director. 
Mazie was very involved in Al-Anon, a 
group that helps individuals overcome 
addiction. She fed the homeless and 
visited the incarcerated. Other interests 
included stained glass crafts and the 
Native American culture. Mazie was a 
member of the Massachusetts Teachers 
Association and the National Education 
Association. 

1982
Frances Jobin Atherton died on Jan. 
15, 2016. She lived much of her life in 
the Skowhegan/Waterville region in 
Maine. Her career in medicine spanned 
more than 38 years, and included many 
years of work at Skowhegan’s Fairview 
Hospital as an anesthetist. She and 
her family were part of the occupation 
of Germany after World War II. She 
also worked at Massachusetts General 
Hospital, Franklin County Hospital 
and Thayer and Seton Hospitals. She 
was a laboratory technician at Cornell 
University’s Veterinary College. She 
graduated from Wheaton with a bach-
elor’s degree in studio art and received 
her certificate to administer anesthesia 
at Massachusetts General. She was 
always an avid artist and during her 
life managed her own art businesses. 
Over the years, she won many awards 
for her art. 

Leisa Crane, 55, of New York City and 
Biddeford Pool, Maine, died on Aug. 
11, 2015. She received her master’s de-
gree in library science from Columbia 
and worked in libraries at Wheaton, 
Dartmouth, Harvard, Columbia, the 
Princeton Club of New York and the 
Biddeford Pool Community Club. 
Leisa was a writer, too. In high school, 
she wrote an essay about her Greek 
Orthodox faith that won a national first 

place, the prize for which was a trip to 
the Ionian Village program in Greece. 
In college, one of her short stories was 
published in an anthology by Ishmael 
Reed, and she later worked as writer/
researcher on several books by Pat 
Ross. She met the love of her life, 
Charlie Crane, in a high school English 
class. She asked him out on their first 
date (a movie and ice cream on his 18th 
birthday), and the rest is history. They 
got married five years later and moved 
to Manhattan, where they lived for 32 
years.  

1986
Kim Elizabeth Gale passed away on 
Jan. 26, 2016, after a long battle with 
cancer. Kim was a Barre, Vt., native. 
She attended Wheaton, graduating 
with honors in classics and history, and 
began work in finance in the Merrill 
Lynch training program. She worked in 
software development on Wall Street, 
advancing to a position in international 
finance at Deutschebank AG. She 
worked for the bank in Frankfurt am 
Main for several years, in New York, 
and in Chicago, reaching the rank of 
director. She was the beloved wife of 
Jeff Danziger.

1987
Ann Humphrey Cherek, 50, of 
Chicago, died on Dec. 29, 2015. She 
graduated from Wheaton with a bach-
elor’s degree in chemistry. After a short 
career in environmental consulting, she 
received an M.B.A. from the University 
of Chicago. She worked in investment 
banking at Bank of America, and lived 
and worked in Chicago, San Francisco 
and, briefly, in London. After leaving 
investment banking for a short break 
in 2000, she met her husband, Chris 
Cherek, in 2001. They were married 
in May of 2003. Ann chose to focus 
her work energy on mortgage banking 
while pursuing her personal passions of 
spending time with friends, entertain-
ing, food and travel. 

2003
Scott Arthur Ryan, 35, of West Chester, 
Pa., died on Dec. 13, 2015, after a bat-
tle with melanoma. Scott was born in 
Boston and grew up in Medford, Mass. 
He was a theater major at Wheaton. 
Scott was an actor, singer, gamer, and 
board-game designer. He discovered 
the joy of the theater in second grade 
and went on to perform in many pro-
ductions. During college, he spent a se-
mester studying and performing at the 
National Theater Institute at the Eugene 
O’Neill Theater Center. Scott loved 
to sing, especially with his Wheaton 
a cappella brothers, The Gentlemen 
Callers, or at any karaoke event.

2016
Brandon Williams, 21, of Freeport, 
Maine, passed away unexpectedly 
on Jan. 16, 2016. He declared a bio-
chemistry major in 2014. Following 
his expected graduation in spring 
2016, he had plans to apply to medi-
cal school. Brandon was a resident 
of Beard Hall, a member of the May 
Fellows and an active member on 
the May Fellows Advisory Board. 
He was a recipient of a Keefe Family 
Fellowship and a Wheaton Fellowship 
for his research and was often seen 
studying into the late hours in the 
Balfour Hood Café or in the lab. He 
was published in the Wheaton Journal 
of Neurobiology Research on Nov. 
18, 2015. Brandon enjoyed participa-
tion in the Wheaton Chorale and 
Chamber Singers. He volunteered for 
two summers at Mid Coast Hospital. 
Brandon was known for a quick wit, 
dry humor and sharp intellect. He 
enjoyed time and activities with all of 
his family and friends, regardless of 
age or destination. 

Friends
Louise Siddall, former Wheaton nurse, 
in October 2015

Betty Clark, former Wheaton Integrated 
Services employee, in October 2015

Relatives
1945 Wilfred Freyberger, husband of 
Ruth Leonard Freyberger, in April

1951 Morris Goldberg, husband of Pearl 
Grossman Goldberg, in September

1953 David McCahan Jr., husband 
of Nancy Finkbiner McCahan, in 
November

1955 Herbert Carver, husband of 
Dorothy Epstein Carver, in January

1961 James McCully, husband of Marion 
Robuck McCully, in July

1969 Donald Chapman, father of 
Annsley Chapman Strong, in November 

1972 Charles Burr, husband of Asako 
Takagi Burr, in December

1977 Ruth Emery, mother of Natalie 
Emery, in October

1977 Alison May, mother of Anne May 
Hart, in January

1978 Thomas Sheehy, father of Kathleen 
Sheehy Casey, in December

1979 Patricia Heinz, mother of Kristina 
Heinz, in January

1990 Patricia Shillingburg, foster mother 
of Zu Yu Cowperthwaite, in January
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Visit campus anytime
Feeling nostalgic? Can’t get to campus as 
often as you would like? Want to share what 
a great place this is with others? We’ve got a 

solution for you: Wheaton’s virtual interac-
tive map. You can click around, see photos 
of buildings and life on campus, and read 

details about the spaces here, including 
about the home office of the Quarterly.  
Try it out: wheatoncollege.edu/map/#



Learn how you can give for the future right now. 
Call the Office of Gift Planning at 508-286-3459 or 
visit online at wheatoncollege.edu/gift-planning.

Your gift. Your way.

My gift. 
My way.

Nancy Fifield McConnell ’68
Fund development consultant for nonprofit organizations

Certified Fundraising Professional  

Vice president, Safe Shores, D.C.’s Children’s Advocacy Center

Married to Nicholas McConnell for 47 years; mother of two, grandmother of one 

“I am a Wheaton legacy. My mother graduated Class of 1941. As I grew up, I heard 
about Wheaton; I met her Wheaton friends and she so hoped that I, too, would 
go to Wheaton. As an only child leaving home for the first time, my mother was 
shaped by Wheaton: it gave her lifelong friends, a love of learning and an education 
that enriched the script for women of that era. I shared her experience—making 
wonderful friends with whom I still keep in touch after decades; discovering 
leadership skills; exploring a liberal arts education; and developing an interest in 
politics and government that still energizes me. As my 50th Reunion approaches, I 
can think of no better way to honor my legacy than to include a gift to Wheaton in 
my will. My mother converted my father into an enthusiastic Wheaton supporter. 
My gift will add to scholarships that he set up. In a small way, I can help ensure 
the Wheaton legacy continues, so future generations of young people receive an 
education that will develop their talents and prepare them to be tomorrow’s leaders.”
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Join the team
Nick Parson ’08
Communications coordinator, 

Colorado Rockies (Major League Baseball)

Wheaton Fund supporter
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Call 800-896-3145 (option 2) or visit
wheatoncollege.edu/giving.

BE THE
DIFFERENCE
Give opportunity. Support the Wheaton Fund.

Plays important role:
“Primarily, I am a liaison between the outside world and our players, 
coaches and front-office personnel both in season and during the 
off-season. Additionally, I conduct research on the club that we 
publish in daily as well as annual formats for various internal and 
external purposes. I do a tremendous amount of work with the 
members of the media both at home and on the road, making sure 
that they have what they need from us in order to do their job well.” 

Knows preparation is key: 
“I was not involved with baseball at Wheaton; however, my 
academic work prepared me for an exceptionally fast-paced 
and demanding field that requires skills in critical thinking and 
interpersonal communication. As a double major in political science 
and African, African American studies, I spent many hours in 
classrooms debating ideas, listening to others, and learning about 
the world from my peers and professors. These experiences transfer 
directly to my work.”

Values team effort: 
“I made some of the best friends I could ever ask for at Wheaton, 
and maintaining a connection with those people and the school itself 
is a way for me to stay grounded in a world that can sometimes feel 
like an illusion. I benefited from the contributions that alums made to 
the Wheaton Fund. So, I feel that it is everyone’s duty to support the 
school and be there for the current and future student body.”
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